
Figure 3.13: RelTol defines as a numerical scale by the ratio of the height of the
largest peak (A) and the height of the saddle point from the neighbouring sources
(segment B1 or segment B2) to the power of RelTol. As a result, neighbouring
segments will remain separate if C is greater than the ratio. In this example,
segment 1 is more likely to split while segment 2 is expected to merge to the

central flux.

• RelTol:
A numerical scalar parameter used to merge or separate adjacent segments.
RelTol is used when watershed analysis mode in enabled.

Systematically, RelTol is considered a numerical modifier to the Tolerance

threshold. It corrects Tolerance by the ratio of the peak flux from a target
segment over the saddle point flux where two nearby sources meet each other. This
ratio is modified by the relationship shown in equation 3.1. If the condition is not
satisfied, segments will be merged together. The default RelTol is set to 1 which
shows no particular effect on merging or splitting of the segments. While for a
larger value neighbouring segments are forced to merge. This effect becomes more
evident at the edge of bright galaxies where the main source flux is greater than the
saddle point flux (A > B). Furthermore, a large value of RelTol has less impact
on the faint neighbouring sources where the de-blending effect is more apparent.
Figure 3.13 highlights how the RelTol function works for neighbouring segments.
In general, the higher the RelTol the more merging at the edge of a bright galaxy.

C > tolerance(
A

B
)reltol (3.1)
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The RelTol value also can be negative. The reason that RelTol is useful is that
ProFound is forced to either put together or separate the segments which are near
the center of bright objects. However, both RelTol and Tolerance are linked
in a way to merge or split the segments. The larger the RelTol value the more
aggressively the segments merge. The effect of using RelTol and setting the Rel-

Tol value to negative is that the central brighter parts of galaxies are separated in
multiple segments. This causes de-blending to be more common on the outskirts,
where it should have less effect on the overall flux. Figure 3.14 presents two ex-
amples of the effect of different RelTol levels on the same VIKING region where
de-blending sources occur. As it can be seen, the negative/positive values result in
separating/merging segments respectively.

Figure 3.15 also highlights the effect of the RoughPedestal option for a very large
extended object (in this example NGC 4666 with apparent dimensions of 4.571’ ×
1.549’). A combination of RoughPedestal and RelTol produces a fairly rea-
sonable segment for very bright extended sources (main panel).

In addition, ProFound has another relevant parameter to regrouping bright galax-
ies:

• ClipTol:
ClipTol is a numeric scalar that defines the saddle point flux where segments
are merged above this level regardless of all other criteria.

In short, the ClipTol means that if the saddle point between two objects is suf-
ficiently bright, the two sources will always be merged into a single segment. In
optical-NIR data, I tested different values (between 10 to 100) in order to select the
best value. For this data, the value of 100 is adopted.

Inspections showed that our new parameters worked for 90% of bright objects but
that a small subset always failed. Hence, a new manual tool was developed (Bellstedt
et al., 2020). This tool allows one to manually combine segments to be regrouped.
All objects with more than three segments touching were selected to be visually
inspected. This is achieved by clicking the segments displayed on the screen and
forcing them to be merged. This process resulted in ∼6500 sources that were re-
grouped4 (total group magnitude < 20.5) out of ∼13 million sources for a full GAMA

475,863 objects were inspected in total.
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Figure 3.14: An illustration of using different RelTol levels on the initial seg-
mentation map from the ProFound source extraction using the examples from
VISTA VIKING Z-data running on default parameters. Both examples demon-
strate the effect of a proper RelTol level on de-blending objects. They also show
how the positive/negative values result in merging/separating adjacent sources

respectively.

catalogue (∼ 230 deg2) which is a subset of the WAVES catalogue (∼ 1100 deg2).
These objects were all visually inspected and confirmed that approximately 10%

of those, surprisingly, are problematic and really need to be regrouped. In order
to see if any improvement had occurred, we checked the location of galaxies, the
number counts and other diagnostics. Altogether, the visual inspection and fixing
procedure which resulted in regrouping of the flagged source of the GAMA catalogue
took approximately one week. In the case of the full WAVES catalogue, this process
is expected to take up to ∼2 months. This task will be conducted in the future
(mid-2020) once the entire data is prepared (i.e. post KiDS DR5).
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Figure 3.15: An example of the effect of both RoughPedestal and Rel-
Tol parameters on NGC 4666, located in WAVES North region using de-
fault parameters. (top left:) RoughPedestal=False, (top right:) Rough-

Pedestal=True, (bottom:) RoughPedestal=True and Reltol=10.
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Figure 3.16: An example of a 1 deg2 region showing the image (left) and final
detection (right) as described in the text. Colours show different source detection
across the region. I produced diagnostic plots for each field to ensure it meets our

requirements of the standard field.

Figure 3.16 displays a final detection of a single Tile for our best parameters. For
each region I produced a diagnostic plot (i.e. the Sky, SkyRMS, number count etc.)
and I visually inspected all generated tiles to decide whether they meet our criteria
or not.

3.7 Scripting for Supercomputer

The ProFound and the SWarp script are run in parallel using the Pawsey su-
percomputing centre5. The Pawsey team provides us with the MAGNUS super-
computer to run an array job using more than ∼ 35,000 processor cores with two
compute processors per node, as well as the ZEUS supercomputer containing 131
processing nodes (including GPU with a large memory per compute node). In order
to avoid memory issues, as discussed earlier in this chapter, I split our final target
image into a large number of sub-regions utilising SWarp software package and
then run ProFound on each region separately with a low memory flag to remove
any non-essential data and free up memory.

5https://www.pawsey.org.au
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Following this procedure, I submitted the entire job load with multiple numbers of
threads-level to SLURM, which is launched through an intermediate shell script
called wrapper. More precisely, each job is called inside a Wrapper script and
is linked to a SLURM submission script, hence it is executed in a serial workflow.
Afterward, we ran the job in a parallel mode. Once the job is allocated, it is executed
on a certain number of nodes as an OpenMP program. For purposes of efficiency,
we optimised our script to perform a number of tasks per node to make the best use
of CPU and the memory available for each node. For each 11000× 11000 pixels (∼
1 deg2) sub-region it took approximately 4 hours to perform the entire ProFound

script (end-to-end). As a result, 4,000 CPU hours were allocated to this project.

3.8 Catalogue post-processing

We will now proceed from level 1 (pre-processing) to level 2 (post-processing) in
which we now progress the raw derived catalogues to science ready catalogue by im-
plementing Galactic dust extinction corrections, star masking, object classification,
duplicate removal and catalogue merging.

3.8.1 Dust extinction

To account for the effects of Galactic dust extinction on all sources in the input
catalogue, I used the Planck dust map (Planck Collaboration et al., 2014a) which
represents the two-dimensional maps of dust reddening across the entire sky. For
each object I found the closest EBV value in the Planck catalogue, and corrected
the flux, magnitude, surface brightnesses accordingly. The E(B-V) extinction co-
efficients in each band are adopted from Liske et al. (2015) (based on a Galactic
extinction law from Schlafly & Finkbeiner, 2011) for both NIR and optical filters
and are presented in Table 3.2.

Figure 3.17 illustrates the dust extinction across the WAVES fields. As can be seen,
the contribution of Galactic cirrus to the North field is significant. To correct this, all
magnitudes, magnitude errors, fluxes and surface brightness are extinction corrected
for both total and colour photometry for all objects as below:

∆mag = E(B − V )Aλ (3.2)
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Table 3.2: Extinction coefficient values in all the VIKING and KiDS bands from
Liske et al. (2015)

Extinction coefficients in the WAVES regions
Survey KiDS VIKING
Filter u g r i Z Y J H Ks

Aλ 5.155 3.793 2.751 2.086 1.71 1.31 0.928 0.592 0.388

3.8.2 Star masking

A significant challenge to the photometric measurement of bright stars is that they
have a halo or diffraction spikes from the telescopes optical elements and support
strats respectively that contaminate the light of surrounding extragalactic objects
(e.g. Fig 3.8, 3.10 and 3.11). The procedure of developing a bright star mask is
now standard practice for most wide area surveys such as the Sloan Digital Sky
Survey (SDSS; York et al., 2000), panSTARRS1 (Chambers et al., 2016), Hyper-
Suprime-Cam Strategic Subaru Proposal (HSC-SSP; Coupon et al., 2018), Dark
Energy Survey (DES; Abbott et al., 2018 and Morganson et al., 2018) and WISE
(Gonzalez et al., 2019).

To construct a bright star mask, I use the recent GAIA Data Release 2 (DR II) cat-
alogue (Gaia Collaboration et al., 2018). From the successful GAIA mission which
consists of astrometry and photometry for over 1 billion sources brighter the mag-
nitude 20.7 Gaia Collaboration et al., 2016), initially I trim the GAIA DR2 map to
the appropriate region in the WAVES area in the North and South with a significant
buffer around the edge. I then ran ProFound6 on selected sets of parameters and
stacked the NIR bands (Z, Y, J,H and Ks) as detection bands7 which led to gener-
ating a segmentation map for each source. Before we adopt the GAIA catalogue to
mask star, we must first identify and remove all galaxies. I therefore matched the
GAIA DR2 catalogue against the ProFound catalogue. I set the matching radius
to 3′′ and find a total of 763,027 matched objects in the North cap and 534,149
matched objects in the South cap.

GAIA catalogue provides us with an RA, DEC, Source ID and G band magnitude.
To perform visual inspection, I first trimmed and identified matching samples to

6Note that this is different from the process which I described previously and is used only for
star masking.

7The reason for stacking is to fill the gap where there is no data point.
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Figure 3.17: Galactic dust extinction map using the Planck public data release
(Planck Collaboration et al., 2014a) for all sky. The location of the WAVES survey
is shown in the Northern and Southern patches of the Extra-galactic sky with dark

frames. The extinction value is plotted in logarithmic scale.

Gmag < 16. The matched sample contains a size orR50 parameter from ProFound

for each object in the GAIA matched catalogue. This is an effective parameter to
discrimination between stars and galaxies. R50 is derived from the approximate el-
liptical semi-major axis that contains 50% of the flux in units of pixels. Stars behave
as point-source objects, thus their R50 is very small. To optimise the exact cut, I
produce cutouts for all objects that lies above the locus defined by the equation 3.3
and visually inspected all objects (see Fig 3.18). Figure 3.18 indicates the adopted
criteria for the visually inspecting process. As can be seen, galaxies, stars, and arte-
facts (asteroids, stars diffraction spikes, etc.) have been shown as purple circles, red
dots and green circles respectively. This resulted in 37 galaxies in the North and
South cap. Figure 3.19 shows an example of galaxies (top row), artefacts (middle
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Figure 3.18: Visually inspected samples for all matched objects in the WAVES
North (top) and South (bottom) for a GAIA g band magnitude below 16. Red
dots show the visually inspected sample, containing stars and artefacts (diffraction
spikes, asteroids, etc.). Purple circles show galaxies and green circles illustrate

stars in front of the galaxy.

GAIA matched sources
galaxy artefacts stars Total

North 15 12 4,192 4,219
South 22 7 3,510 3,539
Total 37 19 7,702 7,758

Table 3.3: Summary table of the GAIA matched objects in the WAVES region.

row), and stars (bottom row) having the GAIA (green square for a 16 < Gmag <
18 and orange diamond for a Gmag < 16) and ProFound (cyan circle) detection.
These galaxies and artefacts are now removed from the GAIA catalogue. Table 3.3
summarises the visual inspection process.

log10(R50) = −0.2 + 1000G−3.0
mag (3.3)

In our final step we now produce cutouts for stars with a range of magnitudes and
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Figure 3.19: An example of visual inspection for a matched catalogue. (top)
galaxy segments (middle) Examples of very bright stars and an extended segments.

(bottom) stars segments.

determine a radius within which galaxy photometry is likely to be unreliable and
many spurious detections are found.

Figure 3.20 includes three examples and highlights the issue caused by the saturated
stars due to a ghosting or diffraction pattern for different levels of magnitude. I
generated a function (Equation. 3.4) to identify an optimal masking radius for the
selected stars (Gmag < 16 mag), and define an exclusion radius following Equation
3.3. I then flagged objects within this boundary by setting their StarMask flag to
1.

radius(arcmin) = 101.6−0.15Gmag (3.4)
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Figure 3.20: An example of a masking radius for a sample of three stars with
different GAIA g band magnitude ranges of 15.28, 12.78 and 9.57, from left to
right respectively. As described in text, GAIA sources with Gmag < 16 (orange
diamond), 16 < Gmag < 18 (green square), and the ProFound sources (cyan

circle) are based on a legend.

3.8.3 Star-galaxy separation

Separating photometrically measured objects into stars and galaxies and, most im-
portantly, identifying them correctly is a significant challenge in Astronomy which
has been widely discussed. In general, galaxies are identified as extended objects
while stars are recognised as point-source objects. This challenge is addressed in
different surveys such as WISE-2MASS all-sky infrared survey (Kovács & Szapudi,
2015), AKARI FIS All-sky survey (Pollo et al., 2010), Galaxy And Mass Assembly
(GAMA; Baldry et al., 2010), APM galaxy survey (Maddox et al., 1990), etc. Pre-
viously, the stars and galaxies were well separated for the GAMA survey (Baldry
et al., 2010) using the SourceExtractor Auto J-K colour from the stellar locus
on the basis of a Neural Network Output. Additionally, Strauss et al. (2002) carried
out the separation for the SDSS utilising the point-spread function (PSF) magnitude
and compared the different profiles such as the exponential or de Vaucouleurs model.

The ProFound parameters provides similar measurements to develop a robust
classification method. Recently, Deep Extragalactic VIsible Legacy Survey design
(DEVILS; Davies et al., 2018) used the combination of surface brightness, colour
photometry (no dilation) and the axial ratio of sources works to perform star-galaxy
separation in deep fields. Accordingly, we now apply a similar process but with
different parameters for the VIKING and KiDS data sets.

After several tests using different parameter sets, we used a decision tree weight
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algorithm based on the size and colour of objects. Figures 3.21 (North patch) and
3.21 (South patch) display the stars and galaxies selection criteria for the entire
WAVES regions where we use a combination of two key plots as discussed below:

1. VIKING J −Ks versus total magnitude in Z band (magZt). This provided a
reasonable initial method to distinguish between stars and galaxies. The solid
lines separate the data points into three regions as: the stellar, galaxy and
ambiguous regions in blue, red, and green dots respectively.

2. Z band magnitude as a function of half light radius (R50) also shows a dis-
crimination between stars and galaxies. We also show two dashed lines (in
gray) which imply limits for sources with FWHM seeing in the 5% and 95%
quantiles.

Figure 3.21: Star-galaxy separation for the WAVES North field. The final star-
galaxy classification is illustrated by plotting the total magnitude in the VISTA
VIKING Z band as a function of NIR colour J − Ks (top panel) as well as the
R50 size parameter (bottom panel). Stars and galaxies are shown in red and
blue points respectively. I also present ambiguous objects in green dots (see text
for more details ). Solid lines are our best cut for separating sources into three
individual sectors. The gray shaded regions indicate a quantile for different seeing
probabilities as 5%, 50% and 95%. The bright end of the Z band magnitude axis
representing a few saturated stars, while the photometric errors for galaxies will

be increased at the faint end.
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Figure 3.21: Star-galaxy separation for the WAVES South field.

As illustrated, both color and size plots result in an independent classification. How-
ever, to determine a final classification we assign a new column (Class) and, ini-
tially, the Class is set to Ambiguous. We then draw two lines on each plot to define
the galaxy regions, stellar regions, and the ambiguous regions. This is shown with
the solid lines on Fig 3.21 and 3.21 that separate the data into three regions. For
an object with the same class in both plots, this class is adopted. If the object is
ambiguous in one plot but star/galaxy in the other plot, then the star/galaxy class
is adopted respectively. Finally, if the object is star in one plot and galaxy in the
other, then ambiguous class is adopted. By merging these two criteria we will be
able to assign both stars and galaxies as can be seen in equations 3.5 and 3.6.

(J −Ks) = 0.025, if rt < 19.5

(J −Ks) = 0.025 + 0.025(rt − 19.5), if rt > 19.5

(J −Ks) = 0.025− 0.1(rt − 19.5)2, if rt > 19.5

(3.5)

where rt indicates a total extinction-corrected magnitude in the r band having dila-
tion for each segment, and J and Ks are total photometry measured by ProFound.
As discussed, we also have:
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Figure 3.22: Summary of the star/galaxy classification via a decision tree, weight
based classification Algorithm.

log(R50) = Γ + 0.05− 0.075(rt − 20.5), any rt

log(R50) = Γ + 0.05, if rt > 20.5
(3.6)

where the Γ is the median of log10(Seeing) value, a measurement of the atmospheric
disturbance and is applied to separate stars and galaxies.

Figure 3.22 summarises the final source classification with respect to the weighted
classification using decision trees algorithm following the colour and size plot (Eq.
3.6 and 3.5).

Table 3.4 shows final summary for the classification process in each field. The
completeness of the contribution data sets (VIKING + KiDS) are mentioned in
each patch.

3.8.4 Duplicate removal

As previously noted, all VIKING and KiDS regions are equally split into small sub-
regions of 1 deg2. This is necessary to not exceed the available memory capacity.
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Final WAVES input catalogue
Field star galaxy + artefact NIR Optical Total

ambiguous
North 2,139,586 17,764,326 1,273,494 99.41% 92.78% 21,195,738
South 1,723,739 21,379,454 1,577,505 99.67% 96.24% 24,705,667

Table 3.4: The summary of the final WAVES input catalogue per field based on
the classification approach. The 5th and 6th columns represent the completeness
in the NIR and optical filters respectively. The total number of objects detected

by the ProFound is 45,901,405.

However, because we have added a small 5 arc minute buffer to each sub-region
on all sides to capture all flux for objects on an edge, we introduce the prospect
of duplicate detection (i.e. all objects in the buffer region will be duplicated). We
therefore need to remove duplicate sources within buffering regions. I utilise the
InternalClean function from the R Celestial package8 to match the catalogue
from the adjacent Tiles. When a match is made, we measure the distance to each
objects respective field centre and define the one with the largest value to be the
duplicate. Consequently, a new flag (Duplicate) is added to the catalogue where
Duplicate = 1 defines the object to be rejected. This approach is implemented
when we combine the individual∼1300 deg2 Tiles and merge into a single catalogue.

3.8.5 Merging the final catalogue

We are now ready to combine 758 individual Tiles into a single catalogue. For sim-
plicity, I divided the main catalogue into two parts representing the WAVES North
and South region. As discussed in Section 3.8.4, all duplicate objects (Duplicate=

1) are flagged as such during the merging process in order to produce a master cata-
logue of all objects. The final catalogue has the storage volume of 23 and 20 GB for
the North and South respectively. None of the sources are eliminated as we defined
proper flags at each stage which should then be used to extract distinct and clean
samples.

Figure 3.23 highlights our final visual inspection process. Artefacts are shown in
red and cyan, star masked objects with yellow circles and duplicates in purple. we
generated the same diagnostic figure for all Tiles.

8https://github.com/asgr/celestial
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Figure 3.23: An example of our final visual inspection process.

3.8.6 Tiles

Figure 3.24 shows the final WAVES fields progression for both North and South
fields. Each square indicates 1 deg2 Tile including a buffer (i.e. 11000 × 11000
pixels). The top panel highlights the distribution of all data (in grey). However,
in some regions we may have missing frames, gaps or rejected frames. This panel
defines raw results for stack filters (r + Z) before cleaning and duplicate removal.
As can be seen, KiDS data is not complete in some regions (This is more obvious at
declination center of 3.5 and -3.5 in the North or -35.5 in the South). However, the
data will be complete by mid-2020. Middle panel shows the footprint of a complete
version of both VISTA VIKING and VST KiDS (in red) in 9 bands. This results
in 758 Tiles in both North and South fields. The solid squares display the GAMA
regions in both caps. Finally, the third panel (in blue) presents our final selection for
galaxies only (i.e. excluding any ambiguous or artefacts), after cleaning, duplicate
removing and data splicing. These are the galaxies that will be used in the number
count analysis (discussed in 3.9.2). The WAVES regions are also shown with dashed
lines. Fornax dwarf spheroidal and the Sculptor dwarf galaxy are observable in
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the WAVES South region.
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3.9 Data Validation

3.9.1 Comparison to previous data

The input catalogue from this work is compared with the previous photometric mea-
surements by the GAMA team using the Lambda Adaptive Multi-Band Deblending
Algorithm in R (LAMBDAR photometry; Wright et al., 2016) in the GAMA regions
only. The results are shown in Fig 3.25 for the NIR and optical bands respectively.
As the difference between ProFound and LAMBDAR photometry as a function
of the ProFound magnitude in each band. This results in over 219k matched
galaxies in the four GAMA fields where there is overlap with WAVES. The median
offset in each band is negligible and the result from ProFound is consistent with
LAMBDAR.

3.9.2 Galaxy and Star number counts

An additional diagnostic to verify the star galaxy classification, arises from plotting
the number counts of stars and galaxies. In doing so, we calculated the NIR/opti-
cal number counts in a wide range of magnitudes per 0.5 magnitude bin and then
normalised by the effective area. Figure 3.26 shows derived counts in the North and
South region for stars and galaxies in red and blue circles respectively. As a primary
diagnostic the galaxy count is compared to the compendium of data from Driver
et al. (2016c) in all bands. Note that ambiguous objects are not considered. As
can be seen, the galaxy counts are consistent with the literature data in the North
and South. The star counts are compared to the predicted model from the TRIdi-
mensional modeL of thE GALaxy (Trilegal; Girardi et al., 2005) version 1.6 with
the green dashed line. The final error is estimated as purely Poisson uncertainty
(square root of the number of sources) and the error arose over the source classifica-
tion process. The gray dashed line also shows the WAVES magnitude limit (21.5).
Our galaxy number counts slightly underestimate the bright end (below ∼14). As
discussed in section 3.6 this requires going through a visually inspected process in
order to fix the segments. Table 3.5 represents the galaxy number count in the final
WAVES regions in all NIR/optical bands.

• Overview
As previously mentioned in Chapter 2, the final KiDS DR5 will be released
soon. In this analysis, I removed any data which had a hole or missing frames
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Figure 3.25: A comparison between photometric magnitude measured by Pro-
Found for the VISTA VIKING filters (Z, Y, J,H and Ks) from top to bottom
and the GAMA Panchromatic Data Released using the LAMBDAR (Wright et al.,
2016) photometric approach. The blue dashed line shows the median of the mag-
nitude difference between two results while the two red dashed lines define sample
quantiles corresponding to the 25% and 75% probabilities as a lower/upper limits

for our data.
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Figure 3.25: (Cont.) A comparison between photometric magnitude measured
by ProFound for the VST KiDS filters (u, g, r and i) from top to bottom and

the GAMA Panchromatic Data Released using the LAMBDAR photomety.

resulting in 758 deg2 of Tiles. It is also important to bear in mind that
although the entire data will be available in the near future, we have developed
a pipeline valid to process the whole WAVES survey into it. Therefore, upon
the arrival of the new dataset, our existing pipeline will be rerun following the
steps outlined in this chapter, to build the final input catalogue for WAVES.
In order to move on to the next chapter, I now use subset of a catalogue based
on the GAMA fields for which we are fully complete. Hence, in the following
chapter, I will extract the science goal of my thesis on the basis of a new
GAMA photometry catalogue presented in Bellstedt et al., (2020).
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Figure 3.26: Source counts in the WAVES North. Stars and galaxies are shown in
red and blue circles respectively. For comparison the result from the compendium
of data from Driver et al. (2016c) (in grey) are over plotted. Star counts are also
compared with the model stellar number counts as the dashed green line obtained

from the Trilegal simulation.
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Figure 3.26: (Cont.) Source counts in the WAVES South.
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Chapter 4

Extra-galactic Background

Light

In Chapter 2, we described the quality assessment and final selection of the VIKING
data used in the WAVES input catalogue. In Chapter 3, we constructed an input
catalogue for the 758 deg2 completed Tiles in optical and near-IR bands. In this
chapter, I adopt a new GAMA input catalogue to extend the Driver et al. (2016c)
EBL analysis. With this data in hand, we enhance the bright and intermediate
data through a robust homogeneous analysis and improve error estimation. The
remainder of this chapter is submitted in Monthly Notices of the Royal Astronomical
Society.

4.1 The extragalactic background light and the cos-

mic optical background

The extragalactic background light (EBL) is defined as the total flux received to-
day (nWm−2steradian−1) from all sources of photon production, since the epoch of
recombination plus the Cosmic Microwave Background (CMB). The CMB compo-
nent, representing all prior photon production, was formed at recombination as the
temperature, pressure, and density of the universe dropped to the point where the
nuclei and electrons combine to form neutral atoms (Hauser & Dwek, 2001; Cooray
et al., 2009; Driver et al., 2016c; Kashlinsky, 2006; Domínguez et al., 2011; Grazian
et al., 2009Inoue et al., 2013). Overall the CMB is the dominant component of the
EBL and subsequent photon production represents the remainder of the EBL which
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has been produced by stars, galaxies, cosmic rays, active galactic nuclei (AGN), syn-
chrotron emission and dust etc, arising over the entire path length of the Universe
(i.e. since ∼ 380,000 years after the Big Bang). More generally, the EBL represents
the luminosity cone of the universe from the CMB surface to the present day. Un-
derstanding this energy is essential in astronomy as it encodes all energy production
pathways i.e., all of astrophysics. This energy production pervades across the entire
electromagnetic spectra and is typically broken down into wavelength ‘windows’ (see
Hill et al., 2018).

The most dominant part of the EBL is the CMB light, the redshifted thermal rem-
nant of the hot early universe (Penzias & Wilson, 1965). In fact, the CMB dom-
inates the energy distribution of the EBL by a factor of ∼40 times higher (∼960
nWm−2sr−1) than either the infrared or optical backgrounds (Dole et al., 2006;
Scott, 2000; Wright, 2004).

The Cosmic Optical Background (COB) light is the second most luminous part of
the EBL in terms of both photon density and integrated photon energy. However,
the COB is one of the least well-known components of the EBL spectra, primarily
due to the uncertainties in subtracting the intervening foregrounds. Formally the
COB defines the wavelength ranges from 0.1 µm to 8 µm (i.e. technically the UV
to mid-IR) and arises primarily from the formation and evolution of stellar mass as
the galaxy population forms and evolves (Hauser & Dwek, 2001). Hence, the energy
density of the COB is closely related to the growth of stellar mass over all time
(Bernstein, 1999). There is also a non-negligible contribution from AGN whereby
light escapes from the host galaxy and radiates through the inter-galactic medium
(e.g. Driver et al., 2016b and Matsuoka et al., 2012). The optical background light
peaks at 1 to 1.5 µm and represents the old and young stellar population at low
and high redshift (z < 10) respectively (Bernstein, 2007 and Santos et al., 2002).
The optical background radiation, therefore, encodes information about the entire
cosmic star formation history as well as the origin and fate of the very first stars
responsible for reionisation at around the 0.1 to 1% level (Cooray et al., 2009). The
reasons above make the COB one of the most highly studied portions of the back-
ground light with tremendous potential to provide strong astrophysical constraints
on aspects of galaxy formation and evolution.

At longer wavelength, the Cosmic Infra-red Background (CIB) light is defined as
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emission at wavelengths between 8 µm and 1000 µm (Lagache et al., 1999; Kashlin-
sky, 2006; Hauser & Dwek, 2001; Puget et al., 1996). Generally, a significant amount
of starlight originated in the COB is absorbed by dust in the host galaxies and later
re-radiated in mid-IR to far-IR, contributing to the CIB. The CIB SED has a peak
of 100 µm. Both the COB and CIB have approximately the same contribution of
24 and 26 nWm−2sr−1 respectively (Driver et al., 2016c). Thus, the combination
of the IR and optical background light equates, energy-wise, to about ∼5% of the
cosmic microwave background.

Unfortunately, despite significant efforts the COB, and CIB exhibits significant in-
consistencies most likely associated with the measurement method (see reviews by
Mattila & Väisänen, 2019; Hill et al., 2018; Driver 2020). Conventionally, these
efforts are classified as direct (background sky brightness; Zemcov et al., 2017; Zem-
cov et al., 2013; Kawara et al., 2017; Cooray et al., 2012b; Matsumoto et al., 2005;
Matsuoka et al., 2012) and indirect (based on counting galaxies; Driver et al., 2016c;
Madau & Pozzetti, 2000; Totani et al., 2001; Grazian et al., 2009; Keenan et al.,
2010; Xu et al., 2005).

Direct measurement is the traditional technique to estimate the COB including both
discrete and diffuse emission. This is based on detecting the absolute flux of the night
sky from space platforms and subtracting the contributing foregrounds. The domi-
nant foreground component outside of the Earth’s atmosphere is the Zodiacal dust
glow. This foreground is caused by minuscule dust fragments reflecting the sunlight
and forming the so-called Zodiacal Light (Leinert et al., 1981; Aharonian et al., 2006;
Bernstein et al., 2002a). In addition to the Zodiacal Light, the diffuse sky emission
may contain residual airglow (unless the observing platform is entirely beyond Earth
orbit), and diffuse galactic light (DGL). The optimal technique for separating the
DGL and ZL+Airglow remains controversial (Kim et al., 2019). The intensity of
the DGL is 5 to 10 times larger than the EBL, and for ZL and Airglow varies from
30 to 100 times above the EBL (Mattila et al., 2012). These foregrounds will also
be time/day variable and so need to be estimated for each observation. Therefore,
searching for an optimised and well-established model to remove the foregrounds
efficiently is of high priority. One recent technique designed to overcome these back-
grounds is the Dark Cloud method (Mattila et al., 2017a), in which the effect of
the foregrounds on the background light is measured by estimating the differential
measurement between a dark nebula at high galactic latitude and a surrounding
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clear region. This results in an upper limit to the EBL.

The indirect method, alternatively, represents the integrated galaxy counts from
deep observations and defines the entire photon flux from discrete sources (i.e. galax-
ies, quasars) only. In this work, we aim to measure the integrated galaxy light from
a compendium of wide and deep galaxy number count data from the optical to the
NIR. By having sufficiently wide and deep photometric data, the EBL obtained from
the galaxy count method should converge to that from direct measurements. The
difference in the two methods also provides constraints on any diffuse sources (see
more on Driver et al., 2016c). Over the past few years, there has been a signifi-
cant improvement in space-based facilities (e.g. HST, Spitzer, IRIS, Gaia, WISE,
and Herschel), as well as in deep and wide ground-based telescopes (e.g. ESO-VLT,
Pan-STARRS, Subaru, and CFHT). Nevertheless, the agreement between direct and
indirect methods is far larger than expected and the subject of much debate. At the
present time the discrepancy in the CIB estimates are ∼ 75%, while in the COB the
estimates vary by a factor of 3 to 5.

Recently, with the advancement of very high energy facilities, another method has
become successful at constraining the EBL by probing the γ-rays of distant Blazars

(e.g. MAGIC Collaboration et al., 2008; HESS Collaboration et al., 2018; Fermi-
LAT Collaboration et al., 2018; VERITAS Collaboration et al., 2011; Biteau, 2013;
Domínguez et al., 2011). This technique relies on the interaction of high energy
TeV photons from Blazars with the COB through γ-γ absorption (Desai et al.,
2017). Accordingly, this TeV to micron photon coupling allows one to use γ-rays
probe the optical portion of the EBL over the redshift range covered by the Blazar

distribution. The advantage of this approach, in comparison with direct estimation,
is that it is unaffected by the foregrounds (Zodiacal light and Galactic emission). At
the present time the IGL measurements agree with the VHE, Dark Cloud, and also
direct estimates from deep space probes (New Horizon and Pioneer which observe
from beyond the Zodiacal light and Airglow). This consensus motivates us to im-
prove our IGL analysis further by looking to further reduce the inherent uncertainty
from our previous IGL measurements of ∼ 20% as reported by Driver et al. (2016c).

In Driver et al. (2016c) literature data from a variety of sources was assembled
from FUV to far-IR wavelengths, i.e., covering both the COB and CIB. These data
were used to provide compilations of galaxy number-counts from bright to faint
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magnitudes and integrated to obtain IGL EBL estimates. The error analysis of that
work indicated an uncertainty in the measurements of around 20% stemming from
several sources. In this paper we look to make two improvements. The first is to
replace the bright and intermediate data with a more homogeneous analysis where
particular care has been taken to overcome fragmentation and false source detection.
The second is an improved error-analysis, in particular an improvement in the sample
variance handling and alignment of photometry onto a common filter set. Through
these improvements we look to improve the EBL IGL uncertainty from 20% to below
10% as well as identify the key areas for future improvement to eventually bring the
uncertainties down to a few %. This paper is structured as follows: In Section 2, we
summarise the newly processed data from various wide and deep surveys. Section
3, shows the revised galaxy number-counts and the fitting process. In Section 4, we
present our analysis for estimating the integrated galactic light of the optical EBL
with an improved focus on error analysis. Comparison to VHE analysis and the
potential sources of missing luminosity will be discussed in Section 5. Finally, we
make an attempt to constrain the cSFH using the EBL COB as a constraint. This
is described in Section 6. Throughout this paper, all magnitudes are adopted in the
AB magnitude system and we assume a cosmology with H0 = 70h70kms

−1Mpc−1,
ΩΛ = 0.7 and ΩM = 0.3.

4.2 Data sets

In Driver et al. (2016c) data for the COB IGL estimates were taken primarily from
the GAMA, Cosmos, and HST surveys. Recently improvements have been made
in the analysis of both the GAMA and COSMOS photometry, using the new Pro-

Found source finding code (see Robotham et al., 2018; as described in Bellstedt
et al., 2020 and Davies et al., 2020). In a future paper the HST data will also be
reprocessed as part of the HST archival SkySURF program (PI: R. Windhorst) but
are not included here as this work is ongoing and likely to conclude in 2021. Here we
exclusively focus on three contributing datasets: GAMA, DEVILS-COSMOS, and
HST, as briefly described below.

4.2.1 GAMA

The Galaxy And Mass Assembly (GAMA; Driver et al., 2011; Liske et al., 2015) is
a spectroscopic (98% completeness) multi-wavelength campaign across ∼ 230 deg2
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in the Northern and Southern Galactic caps, centered on R.A.=2h, 9h, 12h, 14.5h,
and 23h, with the AAOmega fiber spectrograph on the 3.9 meter Australian Astro-
nomical Telescope (AAT) (Hopkins et al., 2013). GAMA is a panchromatic survey
in 20 filters extending from the UV to the far-IR (Driver et al., 2016b) and is com-
posed of observations of various wide and deep ground-based (VST KiDS; VISTA
VIKING) and space-based (GALEX; WISE; Herschel) facilities as summarised by
Driver et al. (2016b). GAMA’s main science goal is to quantify the evolution of
mass, energy, and structure of the universe across the history of the cosmos (Driver
et al., 2018; Moffett et al., 2018; Driver & GAMA Team, 2016). Pragmatically,
GAMA targets more than 200,000 galaxies to a depth of r < 19.8 magnitude and
presents a panchromatic dataset of large numbers of galaxies from the low redshift
Universe (z < 0.3).

Here, we adopt our reanalysis (Bellstedt et al, 2020) of KiDS-DR4 optical-IR (Kui-
jken et al., 2019) and VISTA VIKING (Edge et al., 2013) imaging of the GAMA
regions. Previously, GAMA optical photometry, as used in Driver et al. (2016c),
was based on a SExtractor analysis of the SDSS data (see Driver et al., 2016c)
whereas the reanalysis is based on ProFound (Robotham et al., 2018).

Improvements include the use of dilated segments, watershed deblending, higher-
resolution star-galaxy separation, extensive visual inspection, and manual fixing of
fragmented galaxies (see Bellstedt et al, 2020 for full details). These enhancements
should improve the integrity of the counts at both very bright and intermediate
magnitudes, as well as extend the data to fainter limits than was possible with
SDSS, and in particular to the flux depths which dominate the IGL measurement.

4.2.2 DEVILS-COSMOS

The Deep Extragalactic VIsible Legacy Survey (DEVILS; Davies et al., 2018), is a
spectroscopic survey on the Anglo-Australian Telescope (AAT), sampling more than
∼60,000 galaxies to a depth of Y < 21.2 mag. DEVILS covers 6 deg2 of the extra-
galactic sky aiming for more than 95% completeness in three deep fields (COSMOS;
Scoville et al., 2007, ECDFS; Virani et al., 2006, XMM-LSS; Pierre et al., 2004).
Here, we adopted the up-to-date photometric input catalogue for the D10 region
which is a subset of the COSMOS field and covers ∼ 1.5deg2 of the UltraVISTA
dataset (McCracken et al., 2012) centered at RA: 150 and DEC: 2.2 (Davies et al.
2020 in prep.). The imaging datasets in ugrizYJHKs wavelengths where the u band
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originates from the CFHT, the griz bands from the Hyper Supreme Camera (HSC;
Aihara et al., 2018), and the YJHKs bands from UltraVISTA-DR3. For more de-
tail on the photometric catalogue see the description paper (Davies et al., 2020 - in
preparation). The photometric catalogue has also recently been reassembled using
the ProFound source finding analysis package in the FUV to FIR (Davies et al,
2020; Thorne et al, 2020). Here, we adopted the photometric input catalogue for the
D10 region which is a subset of the COSMOS field and covers ∼ 1.5 deg2 (Y JHK)
centered at RA: 150 and DEC: 2.2.

Improvements over previous photometry include those highlighted for GAMA through
the use of ProFound, and also in consistency of methodology, with comparable levels
of visual checks and manual fixes.

4.2.3 HST/ACS/WFC3 + (LBT/LBC + ESO VLT Hawk-I)

At this stage for the deepest data, we adopt the deep number counts from Driver
et al. (2016c) which were mostly obtained from the Hubble Space Telescope, Wide
Field Camera 3 (WFC3) Early Release Science (ERS) archive (HST-ERS; Wind-
horst et al., 2011) in combination with the Hubble Space Telescope Ultra-Violet
Ultra-Deep fields (HST UVUDF; Teplitz et al., 2013). The data reduction of the
panchromatic WFC3 ERS filters are discussed in Windhorst et al. (2011) and in this
study they derived deep field galaxy number counts across the WFC3 ERS filters
(F336W, F435W, F606W, F775W, F850LP, F098M, F125W, and F160W) from u
band to Y band. The panchromatic photometric counts’ for the same filters from
NUV to NIR in the Hubble Ultra Deep Field (HUDF) are described in Rafelski et al.
(2015). In the u band we retain the LBT data from Grazian et al. (2009) and in the
Ks we also retain the deep data from Fontana et al. (2014) using ESO VLT Hawk-I
with an exposure time of 13 hours and reaching to an expected depth of 27.3 AB
magnitude (1σ limit).

Table 4.1 shows the summary of the data in each filter as used in this work.
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Table 4.1: A summary of multi-wavelength data used in this analysis. Our reference papers for the analysis are as follows: GAMA
(Bellstedt et al, 2020); DEVILS (Davies et al, 2020 - in prep); HST ERS Data 3 and UVUDF (Windhorst et al., 2011), (Rafelski et al.,

2015), (Grazian et al., 2009), and (Fontana et al., 2014). The pivot wavelength refers to the GAMA data.

EBL Survey EBL Pivot Depth (5σ AB)
Filter Wavelength

GAMA DEVILS HST+ (µm) GAMA DEVILS
u VLT KiDS CFHT(u∗) F300W, F336W, LBTa U360b 0.3577 26.4 24.3
g VLT KiDS HSCcg F435W 0.4744 27.3 25.1
r VLT KiDS HSC r F606W 0.6312 26.9 24.9
i VLT KiDS HSC i F775W 0.7584 26.7 23.8
Z VISTA VIKING HSC z F850LP 0.8833 26.3 23.1
Y VISTA VIKING UltraVISTA F098W, F105W 1.0224 25.3 22.3
J VISTA VIKING UltraVISTA F125W 1.2546 24.7 22.1
H VISTA VIKING UltraVISTA F160W 1.6477 24.1 21.5
Ks VISTA VIKING UltraVISTA ESO Kd 2.1549 24.5 21.2

a. Large Binocular Telescope (LBT)

b. Large Binocular Camera (LBC)

c. Hyper Supreme Camera (HSC)

d. European Southern Observatory (ESO/VLT/Hawk-I) (Fontana et al., 2014)
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4.2.4 Colour Transformations

The various datasets described above come from a variety of facilities with aligned
but slightly differing filter and facility throughout transmissions. Hence to place the
data onto representative galaxy number-counts plots we need to implement colour
transformations on to a common filter set. Here we elect to use the VST ugri and
VIKING ZY JHKs filters as our EBL reference filters. We now look to transform
all other datasets onto these filters. The transformations we need include the DEV-
ILS optical data (CFHT u∗ and HSC griz filters), all HST data (F336W, F435W,
F606W, F775W, F850LP, F098W, F105W, F125W and F160W), the LBT data
(U360 filter), and the ESO Hawk-I (Ks filter). For the DEVILS data we have full
access to the flux measurements for each individual galaxy through our segment-
matched ProFound photometry. Hence we can convert robustly from native to
KiDS filters, by including a colour term to fold in the second-order dependence on
the spectral shape. For the HST+ datasets we only have access to the number-count
data, and hence can only determine a mean first order filter offset given some rea-
sonable assumption as to the likely mean spectral shape and redshift distribution of
the underlying galaxy population (see also all discussion in Windhorst et al., 2011).

To determine our filter transformations we use the ProSpect package (Robotham
et al., 2018) to generate several thousand galaxy spectra with a range of plausible
star-formation histories, a Chabirer IMF, universal metallicity evolution, universal
dust attenuation, and over a broad range of redshift (0 < z < 2). We then determine
the fluxes for these spectra as observed through our reference filters and through the
filters for each of the datasets we wish to transform. We fit for the difference between
the measured fluxes in the original and target filters, with a linear dependence on
the colour term for DEVILS, and without a colour term for the HST+ data. As
part of the fitting process we determine an estimate of the intrinsic scatter in the
transformation process which will of course be significantly higher for the HST+
datasets (because we lack the colour terms). We note that in the future we are
looking to reprocess the entire HST archive as part of the SkySurf HST Archival
program (PI: R. Windhorst), which will allow us, in due course, to factor in the
colour terms. Table 4.2 show the resulting transformations for the filters used in
this work.

These colour transformations are now applied to the DEVILS and HST+ datasets
finalising our data selection and corrections.
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Table 4.2: Filter transformations used to place all data onto the V ST/V ISTA
filter systems (i.e., ugriZY JHKs).

Filter transformation Intrinsic
scatter

uVST = u∗CFHT + 0.3405(u∗CFHT − gHSC)− 0.0418 0.058
gVST = gHSC + 0.0317(gHSC − rHSC)− 0.0399 0.012
rVST = rHSC − 0.0414(gHSC − rHSC) + 0.0023 0.010
iVST = iHSC + 0.0659(rHSC − iHSC) + 0.0069 0.006
ZVISTA = zHSC + 0.0531(iHSC − zHSC) + 0.0033 0.007
uVST = U360LBT − 0.003 0.006
uVST = F336WHST + 0.112 0.088
gVST = F435WHST + 0.163 0.122
rVST = F606WHST + 0.098 0.060
iVST = F775WHST − 0.030 0.018
ZVISTA = F850LPHST − 0.056 0.050
YVISTA = F098WHST + 0.072 0.050
YVISTA = F105WHST − 0.077 0.084
JVISTA = F125WHST − 0.351 0.237
HVISTA = F160WHST + 0.065 0.024
KsVISTA = KsHawk−I + 0.000 0.002

4.3 Combining the data and measuring the EBL

4.3.1 Number-Counts

Figure 4.1 shows our revised galaxy number count compilations in ugriZY JHKs

bands as derived from the deep and wide data (GAMA, DEVILS, and HST+).
Figure 4.2 shows the same data but with a linear gradient of d(log10(N))/dm = 0.4

removed to: (a) highlight discrepancies and (b) show the data in a manner which
highlights the contribution of each magnitude bin to the final EBL, i.e., the IGL is
simply the integral under these data. In both plots the number counts are scaled
to per 0.5 mag interval per square degree, and the uncertainties shown are based
purely on Poisson statistics. From the observational point of view, the integrated
galaxy light derives from the galaxy number count as below:

IGL =

∫
N(m) × 10−0.4·md(m) (4.1)

Where N is the number of galaxies per magnitude bin (m < <m+δm).

Each dataset is truncated at the faint end at the point at which it becomes incon-
sistent with deeper data (see Fig. 4.1). As can be seen, the overlap between the
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datasets is smooth with no obvious discontinuities. As a result, the galaxy number
counts indicate good agreement in all bands with the largest discrepancies seen in
the u and g bands and where robust extinction corrections may become important.
Driver et al. (2016c) discussed possible sources of error including systematic and
statistic which will be discussed in more detail in Section 4.4.
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Figure 4.1: The galaxy number count in each filter for a combination of datasets
derived from the GAMA, DEVILS, and the HST in blue, green and orange circles
respectively. We fitted a smooth spline in a red dashed line through all datasets.
For a sanity check, we compare to literature data (Driver et al., 2016c) in a black
solid line. The error bars indicate the statistical error and present the square root
of galaxy numbers. As can be seen, error dominates at a bright magnitude for

each dataset.
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Figure 4.2: The contribution of each magnitude bin to the energy density data.
The count has been normalised and scaled for each survey in depth and area. The
black solid line shows the previous measurement from Driver et al. (2016c) while

the red dashed line shows our new spline fitting.
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4.3.2 Extra-galactic Background Light (EBL)

In order to estimate the total EBL from discrete sources in each band, we fit a smooth
spline with 10 degrees of freedom (df=10) to the combined luminosity density data,
inverse weighted by the variance. We then integrated the spline fit from -100 to +100
AB magnitude. Assuming no unexpected behaviour of the spline outside the data
range, Fig. 4.2, shows the contribution of each magnitude bin to the EBL in all filters
(as indicated) in the unit of W.Hz−1.m−2 per 0.5 magnitude bin and normalised by
effective area. As ought to be expected, the contribution to the IGL is limited at both
very faint and very bright magnitudes with most of the EBL contribution coming
from intermediate magnitudes (and redshift). Following integration we convert to
the standard EBL units using Eq. 4.2 peaking at intermediate magnitude.

EBL = Energy Density× 3282.1× 109 × (c/λ) (4.2)

Where c is the speed of light (3× 108 m/s) and λ is the wavelength in meters and
the constant converts the measurements into the unit of nWm−2sr−1.
Fig. 4.2 shows the luminosity density plots with the spline fits overlain (red dashed
line) for each band. We compared our best-fitted splines in red dashed line to
the compendium of Driver et al. (2016c) shown as solid black line that combined
ground-based and space-based bands through various band-passes. As illustrated,
our data is clearly bound at both ends in all filters and shows a well defined peak
at intermediate magnitude levels in all bands.

4.4 Error analysis

In this section, we explore error estimation analysis from considerations of the sys-
tematic and random errors and for each band. Our systematic errors break down
into Cosmic Variance (CV) and Zero-Point (ZP) uncertainty, while random errors
are due to Poisson error as well as the uncertainty inherent in the fitting process.
The final uncertainty is then the combination of these four separate errors which
we explore in a full Monte Carlo (MC) analysis. Below we discuss each of these
individually to address their impact on our final EBL COB measurements.
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4.4.1 Poisson error

To estimate the impact of Poisson uncertainty alone, we performed a Monte Carlo
analysis with 1001 iterations. Within each iteration we perturb the galaxy number-
counts by their associated density uncertainty error and repeat our full analysis. For
the perturbation of each data point we sample a Gaussian distribution with mean
zero and a standard deviation equivalent to the quoted number-count error for that
magnitude bin. This is shown in Fig. 4.3 right column. Figure 4.3 top row shows
the distribution of the 1001 recovered values for the Z-band. From this we determine
a mean value of 10.658 and a standard deviation of 0.035 i.e., < 1% error. Table 4.3
Col 3 shows this error estimate due to Poisson error from u to Ks and in general
this error looks fairly trivial throughout.
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Figure 4.3: An example of a luminosity density plot including all possible sources
of error including the Poisson, CV, ZP, and fitting in blue, orange, green, and red
for the Z band respectively. Left column shows the contribution of each uncertainty
into the EBL. Right column shows the distribution of our IGL for each source of
error. The mean and standard deviation (1σ) are shown in black and gray solid

lines respectively.
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Table 4.3: Integrated EBL results considering individual errors. Column 2 shows our IGL measurement in each band. Columns 3 to
6 show the mean offset in % for the contribution of each uncertainty. Finally, column 7 presents the total error as a percentage of the

IGL.

Filter EBL Poisson Error Cosmic Variance Zero-Point Fitting Error Total
(nW/m2sr−1) (%) Error (%) Error (%) (%) (% of IGL)

u 4.18 0.38 3.00 6.60 1.42 11.40
g 5.66 0.48 4.72 1.84 1.09 8.13
r 8.11 0.37 3.75 1.38 1.31 7.81
i 10.04 0.35 4.58 1.67 0.94 7.54
Z 10.83 0.29 4.00 3.09 0.91 8.29
Y 11.77 0.31 3.99 1.64 0.84 6.78
J 11.49 0.29 3.63 2.32 0.61 6.85
H 11.16 0.26 3.52 1.65 0.64 6.07
Ks 9.53 0.20 3.11 3.08 0.71 7.10
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4.4.2 Zero-Point error

Errors in the absolute zero-point calibration will also effect the number-counts in a
systematic manner for a given dataset, but randomly between the datasets, and ran-
domly between filters. Here we estimate the zero-point errors in the GAMA/KiDS
data by comparing the KiDS/VIKING photometry to the SDSS/2MASS photome-
try, incorporating appropriate filter conversions as provided by Kuijken et al. (2019)
for KiDS (only relevant for u and r band, see their figure 5 and eqn 5), and González-
Fernández et al. (2018) for VISTA (in ZY JHKs bands, see their eqns 5—9 but also
Appendices A and C). In effect we are attempting to provide an independent but
fairly rudimentary calibration check of the KiDS and VIKING data to the more
sophisticated calibration conducted by the KiDS and VISTA CASU teams. The
analysis is done on a square-degree by square degree (i.e., TILE) basis, and we ex-
clusively use stars in a restricted magnitude range where bright stars are not flooded
in KiDS/VIKING, and faint stars are not swamped by sky noise for SDSS/2MASS.

Figure 4.4 (left) shows an example comparison for the ugriZY JHKs filters for a
single TILE centred at RA=129deg and Dec=−0.5deg, the yellow data points high-
light the magnitude range used, while the grey data points showing the full range
of the comparison. From the yellow data points we determine a simple offset and
a linear fit for each filter and for each TILE, as indicated by the cyan and mauve
lines respectively. In general the fits are good, showing relatively minimal gradients
and hence we use the simple offsets as our indicator of the zero-point offset for each
TILE. Figure 4.4 (right) shows the histogram of these zero-point offsets for the
220 TILES that make up the GAMA KiDS/VIKING dataset reflecting a distribu-
tion of zero-point uncertainty. For each filter we determine the median absolute
zero-point offset, and the 1-σ zero-point uncertainties from a simple Gaussian fit,
and the empirical standard deviations (as indicated in the Fig panels). We also
note that the KiDS team identified a Galactic Latitude dependency of -0.02 to 0.1
mag in the u band, potentially explaining the much broader spread that we see here.

We also note that the VISTA zero-points evolved from VISTA reduction 1.3 to 1.5
with implied zero-point changes of -0.03, 0.018, -0.0200, 0.0067 and 0.0106 respec-
tively (see González-Fernández et al., 2018 Appendix D). We therefore elect to adopt
an absolute worst case scenario for the zero-point errors by combing all of the un-
certainties in quadrature (i.e., literature offset + median offset + 1 − σ spread +
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Table 4.4: Adopted zero-point uncertainties for each dataset and each filter.

Dataset u g r i Z Y J H Ks

GAMA 0.11 0.02 0.01 0.02 0.04 0.02 0.03 0.02 0.04
DEVILS 0.11 0.03 0.03 0.03 0.04 0.03 0.03 0.03 0.04
HST+ 0.11 0.08 0.13 0.06 0.04 0.04 0.07 0.03 0.04

intrinsic scatter from Table 4.2) to obtain ultra-conservative zero-point uncertain-
ties of: 0.11, 0.022, 0.011, 0.018, 0.041, 0.021, 0.032, 0.022 and 0.037 for the GAMA
ugriZY JHKs respectively.

For the DEVILS and HST+ datasets we adopt the zero-point uncertainties as the
maximum of either those found for GAMA, or an error floor of 0.03 mag for DEVILS
(i.e., that adopted in Driver et al., 2018) or HST+. In addition we also fold into the
DEVILS and HST+ zero-point errors the intrinsic scatter from the filter transfor-
mations shown in Table 4.2 (Col. 2), technically this overestimates the likely colour
transformation error (as it will be random not systematic) but this is a convenient
place to incorporate it which errs on the side of caution. Table 4.4 shows the final
adopted zero-point errors for each dataset and each band.

With conservative zero-point errors in hand, we can now Monte Carlo the impact
of the zero-point error by perturbing the magnitudes for each of our three datasets
(GAMA, DEVILS, and HST) in a systematic manner, but independently for each
dataset and for each filter. To do this we draw a random value for each dataset and
filter, from a Gaussian distribution with a mean of zero and a standard-deviation
defined by the relevant zero-point uncertainty (Table 4.4), and systematically adjust
the magnitude bins of each survey by this amount for that filter. Finally we refit
our splines and re-derive our IGL EBL measurements 1001 times to build up a
distribution of the impact of the zero-point errors. The results are shown in Col. 4
of Table 4.3 and Fig. 4.3 third row.

4.4.3 Cosmic Variance error

Pragmatically, the Cosmic Variance can be considered as a systematic uncertainty
inherent in observational estimates of the volume of the extragalactic sky due to
large-scale density fluctuations. This error is quite significant in most galaxy surveys
and is often the dominant error in measuring the IGL (especially in deep galaxy
surveys).
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Figure 4.4: (left) A direct comparison of the GAMA ProFound photometry to
either SDSS (ugriZ) or 2MASS (Y JHKs) data, using objects classified as stars.
The region we use for determining offsets for each TILE and for each filter are
shown in yellow, with the offsets and line fits for each sample shown in blue or
mauve respectively. (right) the compendium of zero-point offsets for all 220 TILES
with the σ of the Gaussian fit and the standard deviation shown on each panel.

For the GAMA survey, we obtained a mock catalogue using the SHARK model
(Lagos et al., 2019) used to construct light-cones for the GAMA regions. To estimate
our CV error we can determine the volume densities, between the 17% and 83%
redshifts quantiles for the magnitude slice in question and evaluate equation 3 from
Driver & Robotham (2010). We use an effective sky area of 60 deg2, redshift ranges
of the comoving cone, and set the number of separated regions to 3 (the single region
CV is reduced by 1/

√
(fields)) for each survey to obtain the CV error percentage.

Figure 4.5 (top panel) shows an example redshift distribution for the magnitude
range of 20.5±0.25 in the r band. Figure 4.5 (bottom panel) also highlights the
variation of the cosmic variance as a percentage (solid red line) compare to the
zero-point (solid green line) and Poisson (solid blue line) uncertainties.

For the DEVILS/D10 and HST surveys, we also adopted the cosmic variance un-
certainty follow eq 3 of Driver & Robotham (2010) for appropriate sky area and
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Figure 4.5: (Top) Cosmic variance density distribution for a sample of a mag-
nitude bin (centered at 20.5) in the r band. The dashed black line denotes the
mean redshift. upper/lower quantiles are also displayed as 17% and 83% quantiles
redshift respectively in dashed red lines. (Bottom) The variation of the cosmic
variance compare to the zero-point and Poisson uncertainties as defined by the

legend.

an approximate redshift range. For our three datasets, we then calculated CV fluc-
tuations for each magnitude bin and perturb the galaxy counts in the magnitude
direction using this value for each filter and independently for each dataset. We
perform a Monte Carlo simulation with 1001 iterations and, consequently, rederived
the IGL EBL. Throughout the CV analysis, we forced CV error procedure to start
from the same random seed to ensure the CV error is correlated across the filters.
Table 4.3 Col.5 shows the error generated from the CV.
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4.4.4 Fitting error

To calculate the IGL, we performed a spline fit using an arbitrarily selected 10
degrees of freedom. Figure 4.3 (lower) shows the shift in the Z band IGL value if we
use a spline of 8,9,10,11 or 12. On the whole the shift is margined, and compared
to that from the Poisson error Fig 4.3 (top), and far less than that the input from
either cosmic variance or the zero-point error.

Table 4.3 summarizes the integrated EBL COB results showing the individual errors.
Figure 4.6 shows the contribution of each error as a percentage of the IGL in a single
graph. We show the photometric, spline fitting, Poisson and cosmic variance error
in green, red, blue and orange lines respectively. As can be seen, the cosmic vari-
ance error dominates for all filters, while the contribution of random errors (fitting
and Poisson) is negligible. The gray solid line also highlights the total error budget
for all optical and near-IR filters (ugriZY JHKs) comparing to the previous result
from Driver et al. (2016c). As a consequence, having wide and deep dataset such
as WAVES (Driver et al., 2016a) has allowed us to reduce the error from 20% to 10%.

4.4.5 Final error

We finally combined the errors linearly to produce our final IGL measurements.
Table 4.3 (last column) shows our final error.

4.5 Cosmic Optical Background Result

Figure 4.7 (top panel) shows the comparison between our derived IGL error esti-
mation (shaded red) with the result from Driver et al. (2016c) (shaded cyan) using
essentially the same methodology. The ratio of our measurement over the IGL result
from Driver et al. (2016c) for each filter is then shown in the bottom panel. Figure
4.7 also highlights the improvement in the error analysis which has been brought
about by the improvement in the photometry analysis, the sample variance handling
and the colour transformations all described earlier.

Figure 4.8 presents our derived IGL data (red points) as a function of wavelength. It
also shows the comparison of our IGL COB to the two different VHE measurements
from the H.E.S.S collaboration (HESS Collaboration et al., 2018) and the MAGIC
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Figure 4.6: A contribution of each systematic and random uncertainties to the
IGL for each filter. As can be seen, the contribution of the cosmic variance to
the IGL is fairly dominant across the optical and NIR filters. From the other
side, random errors have an insignificant contribution to the IGL estimation. Our
total error (in gray line) has been compared to Driver et al. (2016c) (in black
line). The main difference compared to the previous work is generated from both
zero-point and cosmic variance errors which are reduced by a factor of ∼2 and ∼3,

respectively.

team (Ahnen et al., 2016) as shown with pink and yellow shaded regions respectively.
Very high energy data essentially imprints the EBL into the VHE spectrum of the
source (i.e. high energy Blazars), allowing one to constrain its intensity across
the optical bands and, as a result, recover the COB signature: typically a model
curve is used so effectively the VHE data is normalising this curve. The shaded area
obtained by the VHE measurement depicts the range of the allowed EBL intensity
in the optical/near-IR filters (from 0.24µm to 4.25µm for MAGIC and extending to
10.4µm for H.E.S.S). The blue triangles show a comprehensive compilation of nearby
Solar System measurements which defines an upper limit to the EBL COB, deter-
mined by absolute measurements of the EBL as reported for example by Bernstein
et al. (2002b). The discrepancy between this result and our IGL data is evident.
In addition, the open orange diamonds show the direct estimates from the Pioneer
spacecraft at a distance > 4.5 astronomical unit.
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Figure 4.7: Top panel: The IGL as a function of wavelength estimated in Driver
et al. (2016c) and this work marked with cyan diamonds, and red circles, respec-
tively. Shaded areas correspond to the total error. Bottom panel: The ratio of
IGL measured in this work to the IGL measured by Driver et al. (2016c). The red
dot-dashed line corresponds to the equality line between the two measurements.
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As is evident, our IGL data (in red points) which are derived from the combination
of wide and deep surveys is inconsistent with the direct estimation in the optical
(see Bernstein et al., 2002b) in which the subtraction of foregrounds such as the
Diffuse Galactic Light and the Zodiacal emission are required. On the contrary,
direct measurements from the deep space probes such as the Pioneer 10/11 (in or-
ange diamonds) (Matsuoka et al., 2012) or the New Horizon mission (in gray square)
(Zemcov et al., 2017) agree well with our IGL estimates. This is directly linked to
the significant impact of the Zodiacal light which it drops substantially as one move
out in the Solar System. Pioneer 10/11 reported measurement the reanalysed EBL
beyond 4.5 AU as 7.9−4.0

+4.0 nWm−2sr−1 and 7.7−5.8
+5.8 nWm−2sr−1 at 0.44 and 0.64 µm

respectively. New Horizon also reported the EBL as 4.7−7.3
+7.3 nWm−2sr−1 at 0.66 µm.

Both of these two measurements are sufficiently far from the Sun to be considered
virtually free of Zodiacal light contamination. For reference, we also show the recent
result from the dark cloud method (purple diamond) (Mattila et al., 2017b) which
excluded the bright galaxies < ∼22 mag and resulted in 11.6−4.4

+4.4 nWm−2sr−1 at 400
nm as an upper limit.

4.6 Comparison to recent Very High Energy Data

In Fig 4.9 we again present a revised compendium of the cosmic optical background
light measurements with additional measurements from the VHE techniques. VHE
measurements (Ahnen et al., 2016; HESS Collaboration et al., 2018; Fermi-LAT Col-
laboration et al., 2018; Biteau & Williams, 2015), also appear consistent with our
galaxy count based measurement. As indicated in the introduction, VHE studies
estimated the EBL intensity through the production of electron-positron pairs be-
tween the interaction of high energy photons, emanating from the distant Blazars,
with micron wavelength photons. This interaction results in the decrement of the
expected power-law distribution of high energy photons where it is presumed to be
maximum. VHE data is predominantly targeting an imprint of the EBL in the high
energy spectrum and the light curve of the high-frequency peaked Blazars (E >

100 Gev) in the optical bands. The final EBL shape relies on the adoption of a spec-
trum for the intrinsic energy spectral intensity of the distant Blazars and for the
EBL optical depth and the amplitude can be derived from an analysis of the photon-
photon interaction. Figure 4.9 presents the most recent results (gray shades) from
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Figure 4.8: A summary of observations of the COB from our derived IGL as
a function of wavelength (red points) including the error compared with VHE
measurements and a direct estimate as described in the legend. The EBL direct
estimates from Bernstein et al. (2002b) is shown in blue triangles. We also overlain
the EBL result from the Pioneer mission at a distance of 4.5 AU away from the
Sun in orange diamonds. The data used in this figure are listed in Tables 4.3.

the Fermi-LAT Collaboration et al. (2018) from a study of 759 active galaxies by the
Fermi Large Area Telescope (LAT). This latest result shows full consistency with
our IGL data. However, current attempts are now ongoing to not only constrain the
EBL normalisation, but also the shape of the EBL COB spectral energy distribution
(see for example Abeysekara et al., 2019). Recently, the VERITAS team (Biteau
& Williams, 2015) demonstrated this by detecting and measuring the spectra of 14
Blazars at very high energy (> 100 Gev) in order to enable a full reconstruction
of the SED of the EBL. However at this stage the analysis errors are too large to be
useful.
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Figure 4.9: Our measurement of the IGL based on galaxy number counts from
wide and deep surveys (GAMA+DEVILS+HST) in nine multi-wavelengths from u
to Ks band (red circles). We compared our IGL to literature measurements taken
from various techniques. Direct estimates: (Bernstein et al., 2002b) in blue trian-
gles; New Horizons (Zemcov et al., 2017) in gray square; Pioneer 10/11 (Matsuoka
et al., 2012) in orange diamonds. VHE estimates: (MAGIC Collaboration et al.,
2008) in yellow shades; (HESS Collaboration et al., 2018) in pink shades; (Fermi-
LAT Collaboration et al., 2018) in gray shades; γ-ray observation from (Biteau
& Williams, 2015) in violet circles. Dark Cloud: (Mattila et al., 2017a) in pur-
ple diamond. We also compared the EBL estimation obtained from the models:
SHARK (Lagos et al., 2019) green dashed line; (Khaire & Srianand, 2019) orange
line; GAMA (Andrews et al., 2018) purple line. Finally, we added a data assem-
bled by Hill et al. (2018) from radio to γ-ray wavelengths as an upper and lower

limit following by the red and blue arrows respectively.

Our measurements are consistent with the previous result, however, and even ar-
guably shows less tension to the VHE data at low significance. On Fig 4.9, we also
show three recent phenomenological models along with our data points. SHARK

(Lagos et al., 2019) (dashed green line) is a semi-analytical model (SAM) of galaxy
formation from FUV to FIR to very high redshift (z ∼ 10). Khaire & Srianand
(2019) (solid orange line) is another synthesis model of the EBL from FIR to high
energy γ-rays. Andrews et al. (2018) (solid purple line) shows a model of the Cosmic
Spectral Energy Distribution (CSED) based on simple forward modelling from an
input Cosmic Star Formation History (cSFH).
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A problem with HST direct detections from our previous discussions, we see that
both the recent VHE data and deep space direct estimations in the optical bands
demonstrate consistency with our IGL EBL estimations. In the VHE data the upper
bounds of the γ-ray intensity results exceed the IGL. This allows less room for a
contribution of photon flux generating from all sources of photon production aris-
ing in the optical pass-bands. As a result, this discrepancy encodes the amount of
diffuse components, decaying dark matter, or any other possible sources of missing
light. At this point the errors in the IGL and VHE data are too large to identify
whether their might be diffuse radiation detectable by the VHE method and not
seen in our galaxy count method. Over this work, we showed that the EBL IGL
uncertainty has been improved (see Fig. 4.6) in the optical regime from 20% (Driver
et al., 2016c) to below 10%. In due course if the VHE and IGL methods can be im-
proved that potentially this opens the door to the possibility of detecting unknown
sources of radiation such as the Low Surface Brightness Galaxies (LSBG) (Trujillo
& Fliri, 2016). An additional possible sources may also arise from the Milky Way
halo (Cooray et al., 2012a), light from the outskirt of galaxies, stars which their
extended spatial distribution indicates the merging activity of galaxies and form the
Intra-Cluster Light (ICL) (Montes & Trujillo, 2019) or ,conceivably , reionisation
(Cooray et al., 2012b) in the near-IR regime. This has been discussed widely in
Mattila & Väisänen (2019) and Driver et al. (2016c).

Reducing this error further now requires wide area imaging facilities such as LSST,
EUCLID and WFIRST. Moreover, in this chapter we have demonstrated that the
dominant error in the COB EBL arises from cosmic variance. This concern is caused
by field-to-field variations due to galaxy structures through the galaxy counts. Prior
to LSST, EUCLID and WFIRST, we should have a opportunity to re-drive the COB
from the full WAVES-Wide catalogue of 1300 deg2 rather than the GAMA catalogue
used here which only covers 230 deg2. This should give an immediate factor of Z
improvement reducing the COB error to < 5%.

4.7 Conclusions

This paper discussed the statistical constraints on the optical part of the extragalac-
tic background light. The main results of this work are summarized as below:

− We brought together three complementary datasets and derived in relatively
wide and deep fields the galaxy counts in the optical and NIR bands (ugriZYJHKs)
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from the GAMA, DEVILS and HST ERS and UVUDF datasets. The compila-
tion of wide and deep datasets allowed us to measure the galaxy number counts
in a wide magnitude interval (spanning over 15 orders of magnitudes) across
the multiwavelength filters. Our number counts agreed well with literature
data in each band.

− The corresponding number counts data were then used (following by the robust
methodology) to extract the luminosity density (Fig. 4.2). This reveals the
overall energy density of the universe via each filter obtained from those galax-
ies visible in the number counts. We fitted a smooth spline with 10 degrees
of freedom over the entire range and predicted the energy density of discrete
sources in the universe in each filter. By integrating the area under the best
spline-fit from the energy density plot we derived the integrated galactic light
for NIR and optical pass-bands.

− We compared our IGL obtained via our number counts to various EBL esti-
mation from space-based missions (direct estimate), γ-ray radiation from the
very high energy (VHE) distant Blazars, and some miscellaneous models.
Our derived IGL results agree well with the VHE approaches in the optical to
NIR regime and the space based missions (optical). Similarly, it is also agrees
well with various EBL models produced by the phenomenological EBL model
or semi-analytical model. However, the discrepancy with the direct estimates
in the optical-NIR is highly significant. Having a robust model to remove
foregrounds lights (Zodiacal light, Airglow, DGL, and other contaminants) is
essential to improve the EBL estimation.

− The error analysis on the IGL discussed in this paper is also an improvement on
prior analysis. We assessed both systematic (zero-point and cosmic variance)
and random (spline fitting and Poisson) errors precisely. It can be inferred
that this analysis is more dominated by systematic errors, and in particular the
cosmic variance. Therefore, having sufficiently wide datasets is now essential
to reduce the cosmic variance error further.

− As the VHE data adopt a pre-defined EBL model and then scale the nor-
malisation, the discrepancy between the precise shape of the VHE curve is
fairly insignificant. However, the overall amplitude is significant. The current
agreement between the VHE data, which is sensitive to all radiation, and the
IGL, which is only sensitive to radiation from discrete sources, suggests fairly
minimal room for extensive diffuse light. In fact, at most wavelength the IGL
actually exceeds the VHE but within the error margins. By the comparison
between the IGL and γ-ray observations, one can be inferred that the discrep-
ancy between the two measurements discloses the total amount of luminous
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ingredient over the age of the cosmos. We showed that the IGL EBL estima-
tions for the COB is within < 10% which may caused by possible sources of
missing light.
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Chapter 5

Constraining the Cosmic Star

Formation History using the

Cosmic Optical Background

In Chapter 4 we measured the COB EBL for the optical/near-IR filters (ugriZY JHKs).
We used a combination of wide, intermediate and deep data from GAMA, DEVILS
and HST to estimate the IGL. In this chapter, we attempt to use our improved
COB EBL measurement to constrain the cosmic star formation history (cSFH) of
the Universe. We also explore the prospect of predicting the metallicity evolution
given an adopted cosmic star formation history. We finally show that the resulting
cosmic star-formation history, stellar mass density and metallicity evolution can all
be combined with the EBL to produce an overall consistency across the empirical
realm that describes galaxy evolution. The remainder of this chapter is submitted
in Monthly Notices of the Royal Astronomical Society.

5.1 Existing Cosmic Star Formation History mea-

surements

The cSFH is one of our foundation empirical measurements describing galaxy evo-
lution from the past to the present time. Empirically the cSFH has been measured
via a number of independent methods, which we briefly introduce and summarise
here:
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5.1.1 Broadband and spectral line measurements

Traditionally, the star-formation rate (SFR) in galaxies can be estimated by mea-
suring the UV flux, total IR flux and spectral line measurement such as Hα, [OII]
and [OIII] (Lilly et al., 1996; Madau et al., 1998; Hopkins & Beacom, 2006). Madau
& Dickinson (2014) recently reviewed many experimental approaches to measuring
the cosmic SFR from line emission and broadband measurements known to be good
tracers of star formation. They attempted to calibrate a multitude of measurements
built over the past decade onto a common and consistent system. Their empirical
compendium resulted in a rising SFR in the early Universe that peaked at z ∼ 2 and
then has been winding down since cosmic noon (z ∼ 1.5). This result is shown with
a green solid line in Fig 5.1 and is currently the most used and cited measurement
of the cSFH.

5.1.2 The MAGPHYS core sample

One of the newer methods to estimate the cSFH was recently suggested by Driver
et al. (2018), in which they used the full spectral energy distribution (SED) rather
than a single line or band in an attempt to provide a more homogeneous measure-
ment. Using UV to far-IR photometry, they measured the stellar mass and star
formation over a broad mass (108 to 1012 M⊙) and star formation range (0.01 to
100M⊙yr−1) for a very large sample spanning the full timeline of the Universe. This
used a combination of the GAMA, G10/COSMOS and 3D-HST datasets. They then
used the energy-balance code (Magphys; da Cunha et al., 2008) applied to their
sample of ∼ 600,000 galaxies from their master catalogue to determine the cSFH,
the stellar-mass density and the dust mass density evolution with time (0< z <5).

The Magphys models are based on the Bruzual & Charlot (2003) stellar libraries
and a Chabrier (2003) initial mass function (IMF). In general, their cSFH agreed
well with the result from Madau & Dickinson (2014) but showed less of a peak at
Cosmic noon (see green points in Fig 5.1).

5.1.3 VHE constraints

The Fermi-LAT team (Fermi-LAT Collaboration et al., 2018) recently presented an
alternative approach to determine the star formation history of the Universe by
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measuring the attenuation of photon-photon interactions of distant γ-ray sources.
They probed 759 Blazars (AGN with jets pointed to the line of sight at a very
small angle), using the Large Area Telescope (LAT) instrument to reconstruct the
EBL and its evolution over cosmic time and, accordingly, define the SFH for 0< z <6.

They estimated the cSFH using two independent approaches:

• Using reconstructed UV emissivity over cosmic time to derive the SFH (this
is shown in Fig 5.1 with the yellow hashed region).
• Using a physical model for the EBL in order to estimate the optical depth (as

a result of the EBL) from the SFH (this is shown in Fig 5.1 with the gray
hashed region).

Both approaches are consistent and over a redshift range of 0 to 5 they find a
similar shape to Madau & Dickinson (2014), but with a higher normalisation at
Cosmic noon, i.e. contrary to Driver et al. (2018).

5.1.4 SED forensic reconstruction

In this method (Bellstedt et al., 2020) analyse in detail a sample of ∼6600 galaxies
from the GAMA fields (G09/G12/G15), with z<0.06 and r mag <19.5 to reconstruct
the star-formation history for each galaxy. They then stack the SFHs for their
sample to produce a forensic cSFH. The total survey area for these data is 164.24
deg2. Over this technique, SFH and metallicity are parametrised using the new
ProSpect (Robotham et al., 2020) code (briefly described in section 5.2), which
like Magphys uses broadband SEDs to recover stellar mass and star-formation
histories. To fit the parameters, a generic algorithm (CMA) is applied to get an
initial guess, and then an MCMC approach is used (using the CHARM algorithm)
with 10,000 steps to determine the best-fitting SFH, dust and metallicity parameters
for each galaxy. This is shown with a blue solid line in Fig 5.1 and, following Driver
et al. (2018), they also find a similar shape to Madau & Dickinson (2014) but a
lower SFR at Cosmic noon.

5.1.5 IFU forensic reconstruction

This study is presented as an archaeological analysis of the stellar population by
Sánchez et al. (2019) using a sample of ∼ 4000 nearby galaxies probed by the
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MaNGA survey (Bundy et al., 2015). Consequently, they extracted the cSFH and
stellar-mass density over lookback time which shows consistency in shape with other
surveys (see red triangles in Fig 5.1) albeit peaking at later times and with a higher
peak.

Another forensic IFU study was recently conducted by López Fernández et al. (2018)
which also recovered the evolution of galaxies across cosmic history by analysing the
archaeological record of the stellar population for a sample of 366 galaxies from the
CALIFA survey (Sánchez et al., 2016). They estimated the absolute and specific
SFR in galaxies with masses in a range of 109 to 1012 M⊙ adopting the Chabrier
IMF. This is shown with purple squares in Fig 5.1 and also agrees well with the re-
sults from the SED core sampling (Driver et al., 2018) method and the SED forensic
method (Bellstedt et al., 2020) at all redshifts.
Described above, and shown in Fig 5.1, are five distinct methods for reconstructing
the cSFH which all agree on the overall trend and shape, i.e., a rapid rise to Cosmic
noon and thereafter a gentle decline, but in detail represent an uncertainty of almost
a factor of 10 at Cosmic Noon. The goal of this chapter is to ask if the COB can be
used to improve this constraint. To do this we must model the EBL.

In general, the cSFH is a fundamental empirical measurement describing the evo-
lution of the galaxy population from the past to the present time. As discussed
above, the cSFH has been measured via a number of orthogonal methods i.e. broad-
band and spectral line measurements (the compilation of measurements by Madau
& Dickinson, 2014, hereafter MD14); The MAGPHYS core sample (Driver et al.,
2018, D18); VHE constraints (Fermi-LAT Collaboration et al., 2018, FL18); SED
forensic reconstruction (Bellstedt et al., 2020, B20) and IFU forensic reconstruction
(Sánchez et al., 2019, S19; López Fernández et al., 2018, L18). On the whole the
distinct methods for reconstructing the cSFH agree on the overall trend and shape,
i.e., a rapid rise to cosmic noon at z ≤ 2, and thereafter a gentle continuous decline.
In detail, the range of cSFH measurements exhibit an uncertainty of almost a factor
of 10 at cosmic noon (see Fig. 5.1). In this chapter we attempt to reduce the uncer-
tainty by including our COB measurements to the modeling as a new constraint.
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5.2 The Skewed Normal (Snorm) function

To predict the COB using the ProSpect EBL model, we represent each measured
cSFH as a simple analytic function for computational purposes. In this section,
we introduce a simple function to represent the cSFH for any data. Here we elect
to use the Skewed Normal (Snorm) function. In practice, ProSpect provides
us with a variety of built-in functions for the purpose of developing and exploring
various SFHs. To do so, we use a variant of massfunc_snorm function but with
the truncation aspect removed. This reduces the function to Eq 5.1 which is defined
by four free parameters.

SFR(age) = mSFR× e
−X(age)2

2 (5.1)

where X is age dependent and defined as:

X(age) =

(
age− mPeak
mPeriod

)(
emSkew

)asinh( age−mPeak
mPeriod ) (5.2)

where the four free parameters are defined as:

• mSFR: Star formation rate normalisation in units of M�yr−1;
• mPeak: The lookback age of the star formation history peak in Gyr;
• mPeriod: Time period of the star formation i.e. the standard deviation of

the star formation history period; and
• mSkew: The skew of the star formation history (0 for normal, < 0 for long

tail to old ages and > 0 for long tail to young ages.)

We fit the each of our adopted cSFHs with the Snorm function and show the fitted
values in Table 5.1 and also plotted as lines in Fig. 5.3 (upper panel). We perform
the minimisation in R using Optim to determine fitting parameters for each of
the datasets. The solid gold line shows the raw cSFH values from Bellstedt et al.
(2020) where the yellow shaded region shows the measurement uncertainty from
the sampling of the MCMC chains that determine the SFH. In general the Snorm

parametrisation is a reasonable fit to the various data and places all datasets onto
a simple comparable footing. The bottom panel of Fig. 5.3 shows the cSFH after
our constraint using four free parameters as discussed in the next section ( 5.3).
In general, the Snorm function provides a good representation of the data, with
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perhaps the exception of the Sánchez et al. (2019) dataset at very low redshift.
Note: the Sánchez et al. (2019) study used a Salpeter IMF, and the values have
been rescaled to a Charbier IMF by multiplying by ×0.63 (Madau & Dickinson,
2014).
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Table 5.1: Free parameters obtained from the Snorm function and our best SFR and metallicity values for six different methods
before and after rescaling.

Method mSFRfinal mSFRinitial mPeak mPeriod mSkew Zbest chi2best
Driver et al. (2018); D18 0.068±0.002 0.059 10.164 2.368 0.321 0.020±0.008 0.882

Madau & Dickinson (2014); MD14 0.077±0.002 0.078 10.077 1.884 0.354 0.020±0.008 0.781
Fermi-LAT Collaboration et al. (2018); FL18 0.075±0.003 0.110 9.593 2.010 0.334 0.028±0.012 0.667

Sánchez et al. (2019); S19 0.071±0.002 0.095 9.382 2.282 0.251 0.027±0.012 0.759
Lopez Fernandez et al., (2019); L19 0.067±0.002 0.051 10.378 2.286 0.364 0.021±0.009 0.852

Bellstedt et al. (2020); B20 0.070±0.002 0.073 10.164 2.368 0.321 0.016±0.01 1.104
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5.3 Modelling the EBL with ProSpect

Figure 5.2 highlights the main idea of this chapter in order to explore how we might
use the EBL to constrain the cSFH and other galaxy formation ingredients. With
a simple representation of the cSFH in place, we can now make our COB predic-
tions using the ProSpect EBL routine (see EBL vignette on github1). In brief the
ProSpect prediction defines the COB/CIB by condensing the full galaxy popu-
lation down to a canonical representative galaxy intended to reflect a mean mass-
weighted SED. This canonical representative SED, includes the following elements:

• an invariant Chabrier IMF (Chabrier, 2003).
• closed box stellar evolution using BC03 (Bruzual & Charlot, 2003) simple

stellar population libraries.
• two-components dust model to represent the birth clouds and the inter-stellar

medium (ISM)
• a FUV-IR attenuation prescription following the free form variant of the Char-

lot & Fall (2000) prescription (independent for each dust component)
• energy-conserving flux redistribution to the far-IR using templates by Dale

et al. (2014) (independent for each dust component)
• metallicity that tracks star-formation, i.e., grows with the locked-up stellar

mass (Driver et al., 2013)
• inbuilt AGN modelling disabled

In running our model for our canonical galaxy we adopt the default opacities (τBC =

1, τISM = 0.3), temperatures/profile shapes (αBC = 1.75, αISM = 3.0), and the
default birth cloud/ISM power laws (-0.7, as recommended by Charlot & Fall, 2000).
These parameters represent the ProSpect defaults, except for the αBC value which
is increased from 1.0 to 1.75 implying slightly cooler dust, and was chosen to shift
the predicted FIR dust peak to longer wavelengths to better align with the observed
CIB measurements. With these parameters fixed throughout, we can now feed in
the parameterised cSFH and a desired final metallicity and the ProSpect EBL
routine then provides a full COB/CIB prediction of the extragalactic background
light as observed at z = 0.0.

For each of our six cSFH paramaterisations, we now generate a grid of COB/CIB
predictions, as viewed through the ugriZY JHKs filter-set, by feeding in a range
of cSFH normalisations (mSFRs), and final metallicities (Zgas). Each CIB/COB

1https://github.com/asgr/ProSpect
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Figure 5.2: The ingredients of our EBL forward model. In order to predict the
EBL with ProSpect, different canonical representative SED inputs (e.g. IMF,
SPS, dust, etc) need to be considered along with the measured cSFH as a simple

analytic function.

prediction is regressed against the COB data, the error-weighted (reduced) χ2 values
determined for each prediction, and the final best-fit and error contours determined
for each of our adopted cSFH representations. The model results, showing the
original and final COB/CIB predictions, for each of our adopted cSFHs are shown
in Fig. 5.4 (left panels), along with the 1σ, 2σ and 3σ confidence levels (right panels).

Table 5.1 summarises the result of the χ2 analysis, showing the four initial free
parameters of the Snorm function, the final metallicity, the revised mSFR and best
χ-value after applying the EBL constraint to each cSFH representation. Note that
the reduced-χ2 values are reasonably distributed around unity, as would be expected
if errors are reasonable and the model appropriately describes the data. The revised
Snorm values represent a range of adjustments with the cSFHs of MD14 (Madau
& Dickinson, 2014) and B20 (Bellstedt et al., 2020) requiring the least re-scaling
and essentially fully consistent with their original specified values. The remaining
cSFH’s all required adjustment to match the COB/CIB data. Figure 5.3 shows
the final star formation history after normalisation (bottom panel) using four free
parameters in comparison with the initial estimates (top panel). Lower panel shows
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Figure 5.3: The normalisation of the cosmic star-formation rate before (top)
and after (bottom) our constraint using four free parameters (as described in text)
shown for the various methods: SED core sampling in sky-blue (Driver et al., 2018);
VHE constraints in gray (Fermi-LAT Collaboration et al., 2018); SED forensic re-
construction in gold (Bellstedt et al., 2020); IFU forensic reconstruction in purple
and green (Fermi-LAT Collaboration et al., 2018 and Sánchez et al., 2019 respec-
tively). We also show the curve from Madau & Dickinson (2014) as the dashed red
line. The solid gold line shows the raw cSFH value from Bellstedt et al. (2020).
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the set of cSFHs renormalised, and the scatter is notably reduced around cosmic
noon from ×3 to < 30%.

Following renormalisation against the COB/CIB, we can therefore report a peak
value of 0.067-0.075 M⊙yr−1Mpc−3 at z ∼ 1.5 – 3. Hence this analysis provides
an interesting additional constraint on cSFH measurements and provides strong
support for the values reported by MD14 from core-sample style analysis, and the
recent forensic measurement from ∼7,000 GAMA galaxies by B20. It also provides
some support for the adopted dust model parameters which well match the far-IR
data. In future analysis it should be possible to also fit for the dust parameters as
our COB/CIB errors improve.

5.3.1 Implication for the Stellar Mass Density and metallicity

Left panel in Fig. 5.5 shows a zoom of the best fit EBL from u to Ks band as ob-
tained by ProSpect using the renormalised D18 cSFH. We also show the associated
prediction for the stellar mass density (SMD) based on this cSFH (middle panel),
and the global gas-phase metallicity evolution (right panel). This SMD prediction,
shown as the red curve in the central panel of Fig. 5.5 compares well to data from
Wilkins et al. (2008) (grey data points) and D18 (blue data points), where the lat-
ter represents the full GAMA/G10-COSMOS/3D-HST combined dataset, spanning
almost the entire age of the Cosmos. In detail, we see that the model only just lies
within the errorbars of the data which is most likely a reflection that ProSpect

does produce slightly higher stellar masses, given the same data, than MAGPHYS
(see Robotham et al., 2020 figure 33, lower panel) which was used to determine
the datapoints in D18 (Driver et al., 2018). However, there are also two other
plausible physical explanations. One is that mass-loss is very slightly higher than
assumed for a Chabrier IMF, the second and perhaps more interesting is that such
a discrepancy could potentially represent stripped or missing local mass, as the IGL
is predominantly derived from light production at intermediate redshifts while the
SMD is measured locally (see Ashcraft et al., 2018 and Ashcraft 2018 PhD disser-
tation). Hence if some stellar mass is stripped from the progenitors of the present
day population in the latter half of the Universe, this could manifest as a modest
discrepancy between the EBL predicted SMD and that measured. The obvious way
to distinguish, is by breaking the EBL into its constituent CSED time slices, where
one might start to identify less energy than expected if mass is being stripped and
not accounted for. The reverse is also true, in that a good match between the cSFH,
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Figure 5.4: The reduced χ2 analysis for each of our star-formation histories
showing the initial and final EBL model predictions compared to the data, and
(right panels) the 1, 2 and 3 σ contours in the mSFR-Zfinal plane. This analysis

has been summarised in Table 5.1.
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SMD and COB/CIB data suggests, mass stripping is a very small factor (few per-
cent), otherwise the predicted SMD would significantly overpredict the measured
stellar-mass density. To bring our predicted SMD perfectly in line with the data,
would require and offset of about 20 percent, which is consistent with the 15 per cent
stellar mass offset between MAGPHYS and ProSpect (see Robotham et al., 2020;
Bellstedt et al., 2020). The implication, is that our results are consistent with mass
stripping of anywhere from 0-10 per cent. This constraint is likely to be tightened
as we improve both our stellar mass estimates of the nearby population, as well as
our COB/CIB constraints.

Turning to metallicity, Fig. 5.5 (right panel) shows the evolution of the global gas-
phase metallicity versus lookback time based on our best metallicity and Snorm

parameter values determined over the optimisation process. The red solid line
shows the recovered metallicity using the renormalised D18 as calculated by the
Zfunc_massmap_box function, and the red shaded region shows our derived metal-
licity range (0.016 – 0.028) from Table 5.1. The blue solid line and blue shaded region
present an alternative way of estimating the global evolution in gas-phase metallic-
ity. This curve reflects the median and 1σ range of metallicity values present in the
mass–metallicity diagram, at a stellar mass of 1010M� for each epoch. This evolving
mass–metallicity diagram has been derived using a forensic reconstruction of ∼7,000
galaxies using ProSpect, to be presented in Bellstedt et al. (in prep). The stellar
mass of 1010M� has been selected for this purpose, as (at least at the present day),
this mass bin contains the largest fraction of stellar mass, and is well able to capture
the evolving metallicity of galaxies. We also show the contributions of the four main
morphological types (E, S0-Sa, Sab-Scd, and Sd-Irr) towards the global metallicity
evolution as reported by B20. These curves are also derived from the gas-phase
metallicity histories of individual galaxies in a z < 0.06 volume-limited sample, as
derived forensically using ProSpect. We present the stellar mass-weighted curves
for each morphological type. For further details, we refer the reader to the discussion
in B20.
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Figure 5.5: (left) the best fit EBL model from ProSpect; (middle) the derived stellar mass density compared to data from Wilkins
et al. (2008) (gray) and Driver et al. (2018) (blue); (right) and the derived global metallicity evolution. Dashed line shows the Solar
stellar metallicity. Our best metallicity value after normalisation is shown in darkred solid line. Data shown from the evolution of galaxy
types are obtained from Bellstedt et al. (2020). Finally blue shaded region shows the mass-metallicity values obtained from Bellstedt et

al (in prep).
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5.3.2 Summary

In this Chapter we have conducted an exploratory analysis by attempting to demon-
strate whether the COB can be used to constrain same of the key observational
elements of galaxy formation. The highlights of this chapter are as follows:

• We have introduced the Snorm function to constrain the various SFHs. This
is a simple four parameters function that describes the six cSFHs adopted
extremely well with the values tabulated in Table 5.1
• Using our estimated cosmic optical background EBL we use the ProSpect

code to constrain the cSFH normalisation for each of the adopted cSFH
• Looking at the predicted stellar mass density we find that after normalisation

we have reduced the spread of the stellar mass density by a factor of ∼ 2
• Looking at the renormalised cSFH we find that we have reduced the spread

of the cSFH at cosmic noon from × 10 to ∼ 1.8 after normalisation. The
model provides an excellent fit from UV to far-IR and places strict constraints
on the normalisation of the cosmic star-formation history with a constraint of
0.067− 0.075 M⊙yr−1 Mpc−3 at cosmic noon.
• Looking at the predicted metallicity evolution we find a wide range of final

metallicities all of which over-predict the current metallicity constraints. An
issue highlighted and discussed in the recent annual review article by Peroux
& Howk (2020).
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Chapter 6

Conclusion

“Hope is a good thing, maybe the best of things, and no good thing ever
dies.”

—Andy Dufresne, The Shawshank Redemption

6.1 Summary of Thesis

T he extragalactic background light (EBL) defines the net energy that we receive
today from the entire sky in all directions. This energy has been extended

throughout the whole electromagnetic spectrum and provides us with a wealth of
information about the distribution of energy at each time-step since the epoch of
recombination. However, understanding the complete energy content of the Uni-
verse is still deficient. In this thesis, I aimed to clarify this issue by describing the
measurement of the optical EBL from 0.35 < λ < 2.15 µm using the combination
of wide, intermediate and deep dataset from GAMA, G10-COSMOS and HST.

In Chapter 2, we presented the two ESO public surveys: VISTA VIKING and VST
KiDS. The combination of these two large census of galaxies provided us with a
broad wavelength coverage (ugriZY JHKs), depth and sky area which allowed us
to construct the largest and in-depth optical and near-IR datasets. Throughout this
work, we preprocessed the entire VIKING data to ensure they meet a high quality
standard for the WAVES survey. We first downloaded the full data from ESO’s
archive data centre and then used the header information to rescale the zero-point.
We then determined the quality controlled (QC) information such as the background
level, seeing, etc by running the Source Extractor software, we also constructed
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a reference QC master file.

To perform the initial quality assessment we measured the seeing and zero-point mul-
tiplier for each detector. We then applied a selection based on both parameters and
accordingly we flagged poor quality frames and sent them to the VIKING PIs (Alas-
tair Edge & Will Sutherland) for re-observation. Throughout the re-observation
process (from 2016 to 2018) most of these low quality frames were replaced with
high quality data, although there were still some poor quality detectors remained.
For the final selection we applied alternative criteria to flag any frames with a high
surface brightness backgrounds beyond a 3σ level of the median value. We then
rejected those poor quality frames which do not leave a hole in our coverage.

In Chapter 3, we brought together datasets from the VISTA VIKING and VST KiDS
DR4 to construct a homogeneous and consistent multiwavelength source catalogue
for the WAVES-Wide survey. We SWarped each dataframe onto a standard WCS
format. After several tests, we outlined what would be the best possible parameters
to build a single Tile set of ∼ 1 deg2 from u to Ks bands. Over this process we
produced more than ∼ 4.5 TB of data. Having the full VISTA VIKING and VST
KiDS DR4 on hand (i.e. excluding missing detectors, gap, satellite trail etc.), we
constructed 758 Tiles in each band with an effective coverage of ∼ 706 deg2. We
visually inspected all Tiles to ensure they are of high quality before running source
extraction. I made a list and reported the result for my final inspection as noted in
Appendix 1.

In order to improve our photometry, we developed and adopted a new source find-
ing code (ProFound) with important changes in source finding as compared to the
traditional Source Extractor software. We introduced the concept of segment
dilation until flux converges resulting in pseudo-total magnitude estimates. Fur-
thermore, the concept of the watershed de-blending analysis was a key change to
ProFound and helped us to reach a better de-blending result in crowded regions
by allocating the total flux in any one pixel to one source only. The implementation
of the source extraction process was discussed in more details. We also showed how
selecting parameters from ProFound has an effect on final result and we demon-
strated the process of selecting the best parameters for various test frames in order
to obtain reliable results. Thus, ProFound ran on resolved mode allowing for in-
dependent dilation in each band, over the optical and near-IR bands (u to Ks) to
extract the final photometry. Within that mode, sources were detected and, conse-
quently, fluxes in all 9 bands were extracted prior to our post-processing analysis.
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In the post-processing stage, we corrected all magnitudes and fluxes for dust ex-
tinction using the Planck dust map, defined star masking using the GAIA DR II,
determined and flagged the duplicate objects between adjacent Tiles, applied source
classification based on both size and color parameters and, eventually, defined ob-
jects into classes of galaxy, star, ambiguous and artefact. By merging all individual
dataframes we built a master catalogue for the WAVES North and South. This re-
sulted in detecting 20,384,500 and 17,876,971 sources in the North and South regions
respectively. We explored how our galaxy and star number counts are consistent
with literature data. We also identified that the adjacent colour distribution in our
catalogue is marginally better narrower in all filters compared with the previous
LAMBDAR photometry.

Over the past two decades, the systematic large-area sky surveys have become one
of the obvious transformations in observational astronomy. Combined with good
archival access, sky surveys provide high quality and homogeneous data advancing
a range of research topics. In Chapter 4 we demonstrated how to utilise a new
version of several wide and deep panchromatic data sets in the near-IR and optical
wavelengths. The data sets have been homogenised and processed through a new
photometric detection code and this resulted in more robust number-counts over
bright and intermediate magnitude range. As discussed earlier, due to the delayed
arrival of KiDS DR5, we unfortunately decided to move forward with the updated
photometry in just the four GAMA fields (G09, G12, G15 and G23) a complete
subset of our data. Therefore, in Chapter 4 we combined a homogeneous catalogue
based on data from the GAMA, DEVILS-COSMOS and HST. These data helped
us to enhance the photometry of the bright and intermediate range of magnitude
while we wait for an update of HST which will be conducted as part of a recently
approved HST archive program (SkySURF).

Hence, we presented compilations of galaxy number-counts from bright to faint mag-
nitudes in order to estimate the integrated galactic light using a consistent method
across the wavelength range. We measured the contribution of each magnitude bin
to the energy density data for the optical and near-IR bands using the wide and deep
galaxy number-counts. We then truncated our counts for the GAMA and DEVILS
dataset to obtain a fairly seamless distribution that connects with the HST data.
Hence, we integrated the energy density distribution in each band to estimate the
IGL EBL. We implemented the same method as discussed by Driver et al. (2016c)
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but with some additional steps. For instance, we performed a filter conversion (color
correction) between three datasets to account for the different filter transmission
curves. We conducted the error analysis as a combination of systematic and random
errors with specific care to improve upon the previous attempts. Therefore, each of
these uncertainties was explored with bespoke 1001 Monte-Carlo realizations. The
dominant sources of uncertainty are considered as the cosmic variance while the
contribution of random errors in optical and near-IR bands were negligible (<1%).

We showed that the IGL EBL is strongly inconsistent with direct estimates which
may be due to a large foreground contamination from Earthshine, Zodiacal light,
diffuse galactic light etc. Comparing with the very high energy Astrophysics γ-ray
measurements (MAGIC Collaboration et al., 2008; HESS Collaboration et al., 2018
and Fermi-LAT Collaboration et al., 2018), our IGL estimate indicates a marginally
less than 10% disparity which shows a significant improvement compared to the
previous study which showed a ∼ 20% disparity.

This seems to confirm that our census of stellar mass from discrete galaxy counts in
the Cosmos and over all time is correct to within around 10% reflecting the current
level of uncertainty and scatter in the IGL, VHE, and deep space constraints. i.e.
there is no need to introduce any hidden or missing light to reconcile our IGL
estimate to the VHE estimate - the former is sensitive to discrete sources only
and the latter to all photons from diffuse and discrete sources. However, the 10%
level uncertainty does allow for a small fraction of diffuse components such as low
surface brightness galaxies, intra-halo light or any other sources of photon production
pathways. This inspires us in the future to minimise the uncertainties through direct
EBL estimations, VHE and IGL EBL to < 1% level.

We finally showed some preliminary results in Chapter 5 as to how we might con-
strain the cSFH using an improved cosmic optical background measurement. We
demonstrated that by fixing the IMF, stellar population Synthesis and dust model
we are able to solve for the cSFH normalisation and final metallicity. For simplicity
we chose to fix the IMF and the dust model, and adopted an empirical stellar spec-
tral library but could, in the future, marginalise over these parameters too. We then
attempted to constrain the cSFH for different independent methods (i.e. spectral
line measurements, SED sampling, VHE and forensic reconstruction) via repetitive
forward modelling where we changed only the mSFR parameter and the final metal-
licity. We introduced a new generative galaxy spectral energy distribution package,
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ProSpect, to encode the cosmic star-formation history function which we then re-
placed with the Snorm function. We performed a brute force χ2 analysis over a fine
range of normalisation (mSFR) and final metallicity (Z) numbers while keeping all
other free parameters fixed in order to map out the χ2 surface and select the best fit
values. Hence, we used ProSpect to predict the EBL through the ugriZY JHKs

filter set and derived the error normalised χ2 for a broad grid of mSFR and Zfinal
values. We showed that the spread of SFR is Cosmic Noon (median value of 0.085
M⊙yr−1 ± 0.015) and stellar mass density (1.5×108 M⊙Mpc−3) from these methods
is reasonably reduced after normalisation. Finally, we highlighted the implication of
the cSFH constraint on the stellar mass density and the global metallicity evolution.
Although the SFR analysis increased the scatter at z ∼ 0, this can be improved by
exploring new features in our existing model.

6.2 Future Work

Over this work, our IGL EBL estimates are based on imaging from a number of
different ground-based and space-based facilities. Generally speaking, having an im-
proved data will reduce the incompleteness or confusion and will allow us to map the
entire history of energy production in our Universe. Here, I discuss and highlight
a few significant short and long term goals which are being planned or are under
preparation to enhance our knowledge of the energy output of the Universe over the
Cosmic time.

1. Short term goal:
At this stage of my PhD, our pipeline is fully developed and constructed for
the entire WAVES survey, even though we only ran it in regions with com-
pleted data. In the near future, and upon arrival of VST KiDS DR5 we can
place the new data into the pipeline and follow the same process as discussed.
The final WAVES survey will cover ∼ 1100 deg2 of the extragalactic sky in the
North and South.

In terms of photometry, the process of adopting the ProFound source finder
helped us to detect more flux. However, artefacts or false detections may arise
in our final catalogue. To overcome this, we need to take a systematic ap-
proach related to the issues in the photometry (such as galaxy fragmentation,
de-blending, etc). Hence, this fact needs to be taken into careful consideration
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by performing a process of visual inspection. Although our selected param-
eters responded fairly reasonably for the majority of fields, this needs to be
modified by manual intervention for the fragmented sources. As discussed in
chapter 3, this approach was implemented in the updated photometry of four
GAMA fields (Bellstedt et al., 2020). Upon receipt of the KiDS DR5 dataset
this needs to be applied to the entire WAVES survey. Later, sources at cer-
tain conditions (e.g. magnitude < 20.5 and object with 3 or more abutting
segments etc.) will be flagged and selected to be visually inspected. The re-
grouping process for the whole WAVES survey requires ∼ 2 to 3 months effort.

On the other hand, we are not entirely confident whether at this stage the
DEVILS dataset requires visual inspection with the same level of detail. This
work also needs to be done in the near future. Having a robust catalogue (for
both WAVES and DEVILS) is essential for verifying star galaxy separation
and providing a reliable estimate in the IGL EBL. Moreover, the advantage
of constructing the entire WAVES catalogue is to reduce the cosmic variance
uncertainty which currently is considered as a dominant source of uncertainty
for all filters. This will also be achievable in the optical and near-IR with the
completion of the upcoming new facilities such as Euclid or WFIRST space
missions.

2. Long term goal:
To fully understand the EBL and the evolution of photon production over time,
one needs to have a panchromatic view of background radiations across the
entire Electromagnetic spectrum from long radio waves to γ-rays. Over this
work, we showed and emphasised that the optical EBL comes with a massive
controversy. Observationally, the photometric approaches are currently baffled
by difficulties of foreground contaminations while the resolution of the intrinsic
spectral shapes of Blazars is a matter of debate for the VHE method. The
deficit between the deep space probes direct EBL and the IGL EBL seems
to be resolved, although the reason for this disparity is not fully understood.
There might be various explanations which may eventually open up room for
discussion. At first glance, this is because of our limited knowledge of the fore-
grounds contamination such as the Zodiacal light in the inner Solar System, the
diffuse Galactic light, Kuiper Belt objects and, in particular, the EBL. From
another point of view, some fraction of this discrepancy may arise due to an
additional optical emission which radiates from the Galactic halo or any other
possible radiations brighter than the contribution of the outskirt of galaxies.
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One way to measure the EBL nearly free of Zodiacal light contamination is to
provide a platform to measure the sky background to the outer Solar System.
Recently, Pioneer 10/11 and New Horizon space missions demonstrate that
from ∼ 1 to beyond 3 astronomical units, the Zodiacal light towards anti-solar
directions is reduced by a factor of ∼ 100.

Furthermore, comparison of our IGL EBL result (sensitive to the discrete
sources) with the high-energy astrophysics (sensitive to all radiation) has re-
mained a matter of debate. The uncertainty in the latter approach arises
from the number of distant sources (i.e. Blazars) as well as the uncertainty
involved in improving the models of the input Blazars spectrum. By com-
paring these two methods, Driver et al. (2016c) demonstrated that there is
room for ∼ 20% of an unknown population of diffuse light to be propagated in
the Universe, while in this work we showed that this gap becomes narrower at
the optical/near-IR bands. However, as new technology develops, instruments
or supercomputer facilities the landscape will be changed by converging these
values and that makes less and less room for possible sources of EBL beyond
galaxy counts.

One main goal of this work has been to improve the integrated EBL studies
by revising deep galaxy counts using the Hubble Space Telescope. As dis-
cussed, we adopted the deep number-counts from the previous studies (Driver
et al., 2016c) most of whose data are obtained from the HST WFC3 Early Re-
lease Science archive. In addition, to overcome this challenge, the SkySURF

project is being designed to address this utilising the HST Advanced Camera
for Survey (ACS) along with the Wide-Field Camera 3 archive (WFC3) and
map all-sky surface brightness in ∼ 1100 deg2 from 0.2 to 1.7 µm. The main
objective of this program will be twofold: To implement a robust measure-
ment on the direct EBL measurements in order to constrain the foregrounds
(i.e. ZL, DGL, EBL, etc) and conduct panchromatic object catalogues to ob-
tain medium to deep galaxy number-counts. The latter will be combined with
our existing VISTA VIKING and upcoming VST KiDS DR5 to conduct a con-
sistent and homogeneous dataset over a broad range of AB magnitude (10<
<30). Thus, reducing the systematic error components significantly, will im-
prove the existing IGL EBL by moving from a 10% level uncertainty (obtained
by this study) to < 3% level in the future.

Explaining the EBL and justifying the disparity between the existing methods
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in the COB is also a critical challenge for numerical simulation studies. The
resolution of this challenge is highly limited by the computational burden of
the necessary calculations.

Last but not least, this problem is best tackled by new instruments. A care-
ful consideration of the entire background lights combined with IGL and EBL
fluctuations along with new facilities can address this question. Figure 6.1 illus-
trates the contribution of each magnitude bin to the final EBL, obtained from
our galaxy number-counts. Currently, our error analysis shows that the total
error in this approach generates from the combination of the Cosmic variance,
fitting with different degrees of freedom, Poisson and systematic zero-point
uncertainty, resulting in 10% error uncertainty. This will be improved over the
next decade following the advent of new instruments. We will, therefore, be
able to combine the bright, intermediate and deep data using the combination
of these facilities (i.e. LSST, WFIRST, Euclid and JWST) in order to im-
prove the entire magnitude range and reduce the uncertainty to its minimum
possible level. As a result, we will be able to provide a complete description
of energy evolution and mass growth over the full timeline of the Universe.
The importance of the problem motivates us to reduce the error from deep
space probe EBL, VHE and IGL EBL to about ∼ 1%. This goal will represent
a remarkable empirical feet which will be entirely attainable within the next
decade.
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Figure 6.1: Normalised galaxy number-counts to estimate the integrated EBL
at Z band. Flux ranges are samples by the new facilities.
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Appendix A

VIKING and KiDS Data

inspection result

A.1 VIKING and KiDS Data progression
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A.3 Data inspection

Here is the summary of our final data inspection.

Table A.1: The VIKING and KiDS DR4 data inspection

RA center DEC center Missing frames Bad frames Patch
129.5 -1.5 H (noisy) North
130.5 1.5 H, K (noisy) North
131.5 1.5 J, H, K (bright star) North
131.5 2.5 H (noisy) North
132.5 2.5 H (noisy) North
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133.5 0.5 i (line) North
133.5 2.5 H (noisy) North
134.5 2.5 i (line) North
135.5 -1.5 H (noisy) North
136.5 -1.5 H (noisy) North
136.5 0.5 H (noisy) North
136.5 1.5 J, H, K (bright star) North
137.5 -0.5 H (noisy) North
137.5 -1.5 H (noisy) North
137.5 1.5 H, K (noisy), i (line) North
137.5 2.5 H (noisy) North
138.5 1.5 H, K (noisy) North
138.5 2.5 g (bright star) North
140.5 -0.5 H (noisy) North
140.5 2.5 H, K (noisy), i (line) North
141.5 2.5 H, K (noisy) North
157.5 2.5 H, K (noisy) North
157.5 0.5 H (noisy) North
157.5 -0.5 H, K (noisy) North
157.5 -2.5 H (noisy) - g,r (bright star) North
158.5 -0.5 H, K (noisy) North
158.5 -2.5 H, K (noisy) North
158.5 2.5 g North
159.5 -2.5 u, g, r, i (Gap) North
159.5 0.5 r i (line) North
160.5 -0.5 i (line) North
160.5 0.5 u (noisy), i (line) North
160.5 2.5 K (noisy) North
161.5 -0.5 Y North
161.5 0.5 H, u (noisy) North
161.5 2.5 H, K (noisy) North
161.5 -2.5 u, g, r, i (Gap) H (noisy) North
161.5 -1.5 u, g, r, i (Gap) J, H (noisy) North
162.5 -0.5 Y North
162.5 -1.5 u, g, r, i (Gap) North
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162.5 0.5 H (noisy) North
163.5 -0.5 Y H (noisy) North
163.5 0.5 H, K (noisy), i (line) North
165.5 -1.5 u, g, r, i (Gap) North
165.5 0.5 u (noisy) North
166.5 -1.5 u, g, r, i (Gap) North
166.5 -0.5 H (noisy) North
166.5 0.5 u (noisy), i (line) North
167.5 0.5 H, K North
167.5 -2.5 K (noisy) North
168.5 0.5 H, K North
168.5 -2.5 H, K (noisy) North
168.5 1.5 H (noisy) North
169.5 -1.5 u, g, r, i (Gap) North
169.5 -2.5 H, K (noisy) North
169.5 0.5 i (line) North
171.5 -1.5 u, g, r, i (Gap) H (noisy) North
171.5 -0.5 i (line) North
171.5 1.5 H (noisy) North
172.5 -0.5 Y, J, H, K u, i (line) North
172.5 0.5 Z, Y, J, H, K, u North
172.5 2.5 i i (line) North
172.5 -1.5 H (noisy) North
173.5 1.5 Z, Y, J, H, K North
173.5 -0.5 Y, J, H, K North
173.5 0.5 K (noisy) North
173.5 2.5 H, K (noisy) North
173.5 -1.5 H, K (noisy), i (line) North
174.5 -0.5 i (line) North
176.5 -1.5 g H (noisy) North
176.5 1.5 g North
176.5 2.5 g H (noisy) North
177.5 -0.5 u North
180.5 1.5 g H (noisy) North
184.5 -1.5 r North
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187.5 -1.5 u, g, r, i (Gap) North
191.5 -0.5 i H (noisy) North
194.5 1.5 g North
200.5 -2.5 u, g, r, i (Gap) H (noisy) North
201.5 0.5 u, g, r, i (Gap) North
202.5 -0.5 i North
202.5 0.5 u, g, r, i (Gap) North
203.5 -0.5 g North
203.5 -1.5 u, g, r, i (Gap) North
204.5 0.5 u, g, r, i (Gap) North
204.5 -1.5 g North
204.5 -2.5 u, g, r, i (Gap) North
205.5 0.5 u, g, r, i (Gap) North
206.5 -2.5 u, g, r, i (Gap) North
207.5 -1.5 g North
209.5 2.5 u, g, r, i (Gap) North
210.5 -2.5 u, g, r, i (Gap) K (noisy) North
211.5 -1.5 r North
211.5 0.5 i H, K (noisy) North
212.5 -2.5 u North
214.5 0.5 i J (noisy), I (line) North
214.5 1.5 i i (line) North
220.5 -3.5 u, g, r, i (Gap) North
221.5 -1.5 g, r North
221.5 -2.5 u H (noisy) North
221.5 2.5 u r (line) North
222.5 -2.5 u g (line) North
223.5 0.5 r H (noisy) North
224.5 -2.5 g, r H (noisy) North
225.5 2.5 Z, Y, J, H, K H (noisy) North
236.5 -1.5 Z, Y, J, H, K Z (noisy) North
236.5 -0.5 Z, Y, J, H, K North
236.5 0.5 Z, Y, J, H, K North
237.5 1.5 Z, Y, J, H, K North
0.5 -35.5 u, g, r, i South
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0.5 -27.5 u, g, r, i South
1.5 -27.5 u, g, r, i South
1.5 -28.5 u, g, r, i South
1.5 -31.5 u South
1.5 -32.5 u South
1.5 -35.5 u, g, r, i H (noisy) South
2.5 -28.5 u, g, r, i South
2.5 -35.5 u, g, r, i Z, H (noisy) South
3.5 -28.5 u, g, r, i South
3.5 -29.5 g H (noisy), i (line) South
3.5 -35.5 u, g, r, i South
4.5 -27.5 u, g, r, i South
4.5 -31.5 g i (line) South
4.5 -34.5 u, g, r, i i (line) South
4.5 -35.5 u, g, r, i H (noisy) South
5.5 -27.5 u, g, r, i South
5.5 -34.5 u, g, r, i South
6.5 -27.5 u, g, r, i South
6.5 -28.5 u i (line) South
6.5 -34.5 u, g, r, i South
7.5 -27.5 u, g, r, i i (line) South
7.5 -28.5 g i (line) South
7.5 -29.5 u i (line) South
7.5 -34.5 u, g, r, i South
8.5 -27.5 u, g, r, i South
8.5 -28.5 g i (line) South
8.5 -29.5 u i (line) South
8.5 -33.5 u, g, r, i South
8.5 -34.5 u, g, r, i South
9.5 -27.5 u, g, r, i South
9.8 -28.5 u, g, r, i South
9.5 -29.5 u, g, r, i South
9.5 -30.5 u, g, r, i H (noisy) South
9.5 -33.5 u, g, r, i South
10.5 -28.5 u, g, r, i i (line) South
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10.5 -29.5 u, g, r, i South
10.5 -30.5 u, g, r, i i (line) South
10.5 -33.5 u, g, r, i H (noisy), i (line) South
10.5 -34.5 u, g, r, i South
11.5 -27.5 u, g, r, i South
11.5 -28.5 r H (noisy) South
11.5 -31.5 u, g, r, i South
11.5 -32.5 u, g, r, i South
11.5 -33.5 g South
11.5 -34.5 u, g, r, i South
12.5 -27.5 u, g, r, i South
12.5 -29.5 i H, i (line) South
12.5 -30.5 u i (line) South
12.5 -31.5 u, g, r, i South
12.5 -32.5 u, g, r, i i (line) South
12.5 -33.5 g South
12.5 -34.5 u, g, r, i South
13.5 -27.5 u, g, r, i South
13.5 -28.5 u i (line) South
13.5 -34.5 u, g, r, i i (line) South
14.5 -27.5 u, g, r, i South
14.5 -28.5 u i (line) South
14.5 -30.5 u South
14.5 -31.5 u South
14.5 -33.5 u, g South
14.5 -34.5 u, g, r, i South
15.5 -27.5 u, g, r, i H (noisy), i (line) South
15.5 -29.5 u South
15.5 -30.5 u South
15.5 -31.5 u H (noisy) South
15.5 -32.5 u H (noisy) South
15.5 -34.5 u, g, r, i South
16.5 -27.5 u, g, r, i H (noisy), i (line) South
16.5 -29.5 u South
16.5 -30.5 K H (noisy) South
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16.5 -31.5 u South
16.5 -34.5 u, g, r, i South
17.5 -27.5 u, g, r, i H (noisy) South
17.5 -30.5 K H (noisy) South
17.5 -34.5 u, g, r, i South
18.5 -27.5 u, g, r, i South
18.5 -30.5 K South
18.5 -34.5 u, g, r, i South
19.5 -27.5 u, g, r, i South
19.5 -31.5 u H (noisy) South
19.5 -34.5 u, g, r, i South
20.5 -34.5 u, g, r, i South
21.5 -27.5 u, g, r, i South
21.5 -34.5 u, g, r, i South
22.5 -27.5 u, g, r, i South
22.5 -29.5 g H (noisy), i (line) South
22.5 -30.5 u, g, r, i South
22.5 -31.5 u, g, r, i South
22.5 -32.5 u, g, r, i South
22.5 -34.5 u, g, r, i South
23.5 -28.5 u, g, r, i i (line) South
23.5 -30.5 u, g, r, i South
23.5 -33.5 u, g, r, i South
23.5 -34.5 u, g, r, i South
24.5 -28.5 u, g, r, i South
24.5 -31.5 u, g, r, i South
24.5 -32.5 u, g, r, i South
24.5 -33.5 u, g, r, i K (noisy) South
24.5 -34.5 u, g, r, i South
25.5 -28.5 u, g, r, i i (line) South
25.5 -30.5 u, g, r, i South
25.5 -31.5 u, g, r, i South
25.5 -32.5 u, g, r, i South
25.5 -33.5 u, g, r, i K (noisy) South
25.5 -34.5 u, g, r, i South
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26.5 -28.5 u, g, r, i South
26.5 -30.5 u, g, r, i South
27.5 -28.5 u, g, r, i H (noisy) South
27.5 -29.5 g i (noisy) South
27.5 -30.5 u, g, r, i South
28.5 -28.5 u, g, r, i H (noisy) South
28.5 -29.5 u i (noisy) South
28.5 -30.5 u, g, r, i South
28.5 -31.5 u, g, r, i South
28.5 -32.5 u, g, r, i South
28.5 -33.5 u, g, r, i H (noisy) South
28.5 -34.5 u, g, r, i H, K (noisy) South
29.5 -28.5 u, g, r, i H (noisy) South
29.5 -32.5 u, g, r, i South
29.5 -33.5 u, g, r, i H (noisy) South
29.5 -34.5 u, g, r, i H, K (noisy) South
30.5 -27.5 u, g, r, i South
30.5 -28.5 u, g, r, i South
30.5 -29.5 u, g, r, i South
30.5 -30.5 u, g, r, i i (line) South
30.5 -34.5 u, g, r, i H (noisy) South
31.5 -27.5 u, g, r, i South
31.5 -28.5 u, g, r, i South
31.5 -29.5 u, g, r, i H (noisy) South
31.5 -30.5 u, g, r, i H (noisy) South
31.5 -34.5 u, g, r, i H (noisy) South
32.5 -27.5 u, g, r, i South
32.5 -28.5 u, g, r, i H (noisy) South
32.5 -29.5 u, g, r, i South
32.5 -34.5 u, g, r, i South
33.5 -27.5 u, g, r, i South
33.5 -28.5 u, g, r, i South
33.5 -29.5 u, g, r, i South
33.5 -33.5 g H (noisy) South
33.5 -34.5 u, g, r, i Z, Y (noisy) South
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34.5 -27.5 u, g, r, i South
34.5 -28.5 u, g, r, i South
34.5 -33.5 g H (noisy) South
34.5 -34.5 u, g, r, i Z, Y (noisy) South
35.5 -27.5 u, g, r, i South
35.5 -28.5 u, g, r, i K (noisy) South
35.5 -29.5 u, g, r, i K (noisy) South
35.5 -30.5 u, g, r, i South
35.5 -34.5 u, g, r, i South
36.5 -27.5 u, g, r, i South
36.5 -28.5 u, g, r, i South
36.5 -29.5 u, g, r, i H (noisy) South
36.5 -30.5 u, g, r, i H (noisy) South
36.5 -32.5 u South
36.5 -34.5 u, g, r, i South
37.5 -27.5 u, g, r, i South
37.5 -28.5 u, g, r, i K (noisy) South
37.5 -29.5 u, g, r, i H (noisy), i (line) South
37.5 -32.5 i i (line) South
37.5 -33.5 i i (line) South
37.5 -34.5 u, g, r, i South
38.5 -28.5 u, g, r, i H (noisy) South
38.5 -32.5 i South
38.5 -33.5 i South
38.5 -34.5 u, g, r, i H (noisy) South
39.5 -27.5 u, g, r, i K (line) South
39.5 -28.5 u South
39.5 -34.5 u, g, r, i H, i (noisy) South
40.5 -27.5 u, g, r, i South
40.5 -28.5 u South
40.5 -29.5 i South
40.5 -34.5 u, g, r, i South
41.5 -27.5 u, g, r, i H (noisy) South
41.5 -28.5 u H (noisy) South
41.5 -31.5 u South
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41.5 -34.5 u, g, r, i South
42.5 -27.5 u, g, r, i H (noisy) South
42.5 -28.5 u, g, r, i South
42.5 -34.5 u, g, r, i South
43.5 -27.5 u, g, r, i South
43.5 -28.5 u, g, r, i H (noisy) South
43.5 -29.5 u, g, r, i South
43.5 -34.5 u, g, r, i South
43.5 -35.5 u, g, r, i H (noisy) South
44.5 -27.5 u, g, r, i South
44.5 -28.5 u, g, r, i H (noisy) South
44.5 -29.5 u, g, r, i South
44.5 -33.5 Z, Y, J, H, K K (noisy) South
44.5 -35.5 u, g, r, i South
45.5 -27.5 u South
45.5 -28.5 u, g, r, i South
45.5 -29.5 u, g, r, i H (noisy) South
45.5 -35.5 u, g, r, i Y, H (noisy) South
46.5 -27.5 u South
46.5 -28.5 r South
46.5 -29.5 u H (noisy) South
46.5 -32.5 u H (noisy) South
46.5 -33.5 u South
46.5 -35.5 u, g, r, i Z, Y, H (noisy) South
47.5 -27.5 g South
47.5 -33.5 r South
47.5 -34.5 r South
47.5 -35.5 u, g, r, i South
48.5 -28.5 u, g, r, i South
48.5 -29.5 u, g, r, i South
48.5 -35.5 u, g, r, i K (line) South
49.5 -28.5 u, g, r, i South
49.5 -29.5 u, g, r, i South
49.5 -32.5 u South
49.5 -35.5 u, g, r, i South
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50.5 -35.5 u, g, r, i H (noisy) South
51.5 -35.5 u, g, r, i H (noisy) South
330.5 -27.5 u, g, r, i South
330.5 -28.5 u, g, r, i South
330.5 -29.5 Z, Y, J, H, K H (noisy), i (line) South
330.5 -30.5 Z, Y, J, H, K i (line) South
330.5 -31.5 Z, Y, J, H, K South
330.5 -32.5 Z, Y, J, H, K South
330.5 -33.5 Z, Y, J, H, K, u South
330.5 -34.5 Z, Y, J, H, K H (noisy) South
330.5 -35.5 u, g, r, i H (noisy) South
331.5 -27.5 u, g, r, i South
331.5 -28.5 u, g, r, i South
331.5 -32.5 u i (line) South
331.5 -33.5 u i (line) South
331.5 -35.5 u, g, r, i South
332.5 -27.5 u, g, r, i South
332.5 -28.5 u South
332.5 -30.5 u, i i (line) South
332.5 -31.5 u South
332.5 -32.5 u South
332.5 -33.5 u South
332.5 -35.5 u, g, r, i H (line) South
333.5 -27.5 u, g, r, i South
333.5 -28.5 H, K, u South
333.5 -30.5 i South
333.5 -35.5 u, g, r, i H, K (noisy) South
334.5 -27.5 u, g, r, i South
334.5 -28.5 H, K H (noisy) South
334.5 -29.5 u H (noisy) South
334.5 -35.5 u, g, r, i South
335.5 -27.5 u, g, r, i South
335.5 -29.5 u H (noisy) South
335.5 -35.5 u, g, r, i South
336.5 -27.5 u, g, r, i South
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336.5 -29.5 Z, Y, J, H, K (Gap) South
336.5 -35.5 u, g, r, i South
337.5 -27.5 u, g, r, i H, K (noisy) South
337.5 -33.5 u South
337.5 -35.5 u, g, r, i H, K (noisy) South
338.5 -27.5 u, g, r, i South
338.5 -31.5 g, i South
338.5 -35.5 u, g, r, i H (noisy) South
339.5 -27.5 u, g, r, i South
339.5 -35.5 u, g, r, i South
340.5 -27.5 u, g, r, i South
340.5 -30.5 g South
340.5 -31.5 g South
340.5 -35.5 u, g, r, i H (noisy) South
341.5 -27.5 u, g, r, i South
341.5 -28.5 u, g, r, i South
341.5 -30.5 u South
341.5 -32.5 g South
341.5 -35.5 u, g, r, i South
342.5 -27.5 u, g, r, i South
342.5 -28.5 u, g, r, i South
342.5 -29.5 u i (noisy) South
342.5 -35.5 u, g, r, i South
343.5 -27.5 u, g, r, i South
343.5 -28.5 u, g, r, i South
343.5 -30.5 Z, Y, J, H, K (Gap) g, r (noisy) Z, i(line) South
343.5 -35.5 u, g, r, i South
344.5 -28.5 u, g, r, i South
344.5 -35.5 u, g, r, i South
345.5 -27.5 u, g, r, i H (noisy) South
345.5 -35.5 u, g, r, i Z (noisy) South
346.5 -27.5 u, g, r, i H, K (noisy) South
346.5 -28.5 u, g, r, i Z, H (noisy) South
346.5 -29.5 g South
346.5 -34.5 u H (noisy) South
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346.5 -35.5 u, g, r, i H (line) South
347.5 -28.5 u, g, r, i H (noisy) South
347.5 -34.5 u H (noisy) South
347.5 -35.5 u, g, r, i South
348.5 -27.5 u, g, r, i South
348.5 -28.5 u, g, r, i South
348.5 -30.5 Z, Y, J, H, K (Gap) South
348.5 -34.5 u South
348.5 -35.5 u, g, r, i South
349.5 -27.5 u, g, r, i i (line) South
349.5 -34.5 u H (noisy) South
349.5 -35.5 u, g, r, i H (noisy) South
350.5 -27.5 u, g, r, i South
350.5 -32.5 u r, i(line) South
350.5 -35.5 u, g, r, i Z, H (noisy) South
351.5 -27.5 u, g, r, i South
351.5 -35.5 u, g, r, i South
352.5 -27.5 u, g, r, i South
352.5 -35.5 u, g, r, i South
353.5 -27.5 u, g, r, i South
353.5 -35.5 u, g, r, i South
354.5 -27.5 u, g, r, i i (line) South
354.5 -35.5 u, g, r, i South
355.5 -27.5 u, g, r, i South
355.5 -35.5 u, g, r, i South
356.5 -27.5 u, g, r, i i (line) South
356.5 -35.5 u, g, r, i South
357.5 -28.5 u, g, r, i H (noisy) South
357.5 -33.5 Z H (noisy), i (line) South
357.5 -35.5 u, g, r, i South
358.5 -27.5 u, g, r, i South
358.5 -28.5 u, g, r, i H (noisy) South
358.5 -33.5 Z South
358.5 -35.5 u, g, r, i H (noisy) South
359.5 -27.5 u, g, r, i South
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359.5 -28.5 u, g, r, i South
359.5 -29.5 u, g, r, i South
359.5 -30.5 u, g, r, i South
359.5 -31.5 u, g, r, i South
359.5 -32.5 u, g, r, i South
359.5 -33.5 Z, u, g, r, i South
359.5 -34.5 u, g, r, i South
359.5 -35.5 u, g, r, i H (noisy) South
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Appendix B

Final commands

Here I present the final command applied to perform SWarp and ProFound from
u to Ks filter. In order to run ProFound I performed two modes as: detection and
measurement as described in the Chapter Three (see Section 3.3). The ProFound

command in here is using the ProFoundMultiBand function and specify r+Z for
the detection phase and then multiple images will be stacked in an inverse variance
weighting based. Then, measurement phase will be perform for the detected objects.

B.1 SWarp Configuration File

# Default configuration file for SWarp 2.17.1 -MP
# SWarp version 2.38.0 (2017 -10 -10)
# Written by Emmanuel BERTIN <bertin@iap.fr>
# Copyright 2010 -2012 IAP/CNRS/UPMC
# visit http :// astromatic.net/software/swarp/
#
#----------------------------------- Output -----------------------------------
IMAGEOUT_NAME RA180.5DEC0.5_Z.fits # Output filename
WEIGHTOUT_NAME RA180 .5DEC0.5 _Z_weight.fits # Output weight -map filename

HEADER_ONLY N # Only a header as an output file (Y/N)?
HEADER_SUFFIX .head # Filename extension for additional headers

#------------------------------- Input Weights --------------------------------

WEIGHT_TYPE NONE # BACKGROUND ,MAP_RMS ,MAP_VARIANCE
# or MAP_WEIGHT

WEIGHT_SUFFIX .weight.fits # Suffix to use for weight -maps
WEIGHT_IMAGE # Weightmap filename if suffix not used

# (all or for each weight -map)

#------------------------------- Co -addition ----------------------------------
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COMBINE Y # Combine resampled images (Y/N)?
COMBINE_TYPE MEDIAN # MEDIAN ,AVERAGE ,MIN ,MAX ,WEIGHTED ,CHI2

# or SUM

#-------------------------------- Astrometry ----------------------------------

CELESTIAL_TYPE EQUATORIAL # NATIVE , PIXEL , EQUATORIAL ,
# GALACTIC ,ECLIPTIC , or SUPERGALACTIC

PROJECTION_TYPE TAN # Any WCS projection code or NONE
PROJECTION_ERR 0 # Maximum projection error (in output

# pixels), or 0 for no approximation
CENTER_TYPE MANUAL # MANUAL , ALL or MOST
CENTER 12:02:00.0 , +00:30:00.0 # Coordinates of the image center
PIXELSCALE_TYPE MANUAL # MANUAL ,FIT ,MIN ,MAX or MEDIAN
PIXEL_SCALE 0.339 # Pixel scale
IMAGE_SIZE 11000 ,11000 # Image size (0 = AUTOMATIC)

#-------------------------------- Resampling ----------------------------------

RESAMPLE Y # Resample input images (Y/N)?
RESAMPLE_DIR . # Directory path for resampled images
RESAMPLE_SUFFIX .resamp.fits # filename extension for resampled images

RESAMPLING_TYPE LANCZOS3 # NEAREST ,BILINEAR ,LANCZOS2 ,LANCZOS3
# or LANCZOS4 (1 per axis)

OVERSAMPLING 0 # Oversampling in each dimension
# (0 = automatic)

INTERPOLATE N # Interpolate bad input pixels (Y/N)?
# (all or for each image)

FSCALASTRO_TYPE VARIABLE # NONE ,FIXED , or VARIABLE
FSCALE_KEYWORD FLXSCALE # FITS keyword for the multiplicative

# factor applied to each input image
FSCALE_DEFAULT 1.0 # Default FSCALE value if not in header

GAIN_KEYWORD GAINCOR # FITS keyword for effect. gain (e-/ADU)
GAIN_DEFAULT 1 # Default gain if no FITS keyword found
#--------------------------- Background subtraction ---------------------------

SUBTRACT_BACK Y # Subtraction sky background (Y/N)?
# (all or for each image)

BACK_TYPE AUTO # AUTO or MANUAL
# (all or for each image)

BACK_DEFAULT 0.0 # Default background value in MANUAL
# (all or for each image)

BACK_SIZE 256 # Background mesh size (pixels)
# (all or for each image)

BACK_FILTERSIZE 3 # Background map filter range (meshes)
# (all or for each image)

#------------------------------ Memory management -----------------------------

VMEM_DIR . # Directory path for swap files
VMEM_MAX 20047 # Maximum amount of virtual memory (MB)
MEM_MAX 20480 # Maximum amount of usable RAM (MB)
COMBINE_BUFSIZE 1024 # RAM dedicated to co -addition(MB)
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#------------------------------ Miscellaneous ---------------------------------

DELETE_TMPFILES Y # Delete temporary resampled FITS files
# (Y/N)?

COPY_KEYWORDS OBJECT # List of FITS keywords to propagate
# from the input to the output headers

WRITE_FILEINFO N # Write information about each input
# file in the output image header?

WRITE_XML Y # Write XML file (Y/N)?
XML_NAME dummy.xml # Filename for XML output
VERBOSE_TYPE NORMAL # QUIET ,NORMAL or FULL

NTHREADS 5 # Number of simultaneous threads for
# the SMP version of SWarp
# 0 = automatic

B.2 ProFound Scripts

#############
# LIBRARIES #
#############
#
.libPaths(c(’/group/pawsey0160/skoushan/R_Library/’,.libPaths ()))
library(EBImage)
library(celestial)
#
.libPaths(c(’/group/pawsey0160/skoushan/Zeus/Libs/’,.libPaths ()))
library(devtools)
library(Cairo)
library(ProFound)
library(magicaxis)
library(data.table)
library(fastmatch)
require(foreign)
require(MASS)
#
###################
# Setup PATHNAMES #
###################
#
myra = rightascension
mydec = declination
input = paste0(’/group/pawsey0160/waves/tiles_sqdeg/RA’,myra ,’DEC’,mydec ,’/’)
detect_rds = paste0(’/group/pawsey0160/skoushan/waves/profound/detect_rds/’)
detect_diag = paste0(’/group/pawsey0160/skoushan/waves/profound/detect_diag/’)
measure_rds = paste0(’/group/pawsey0160/skoushan/waves/profound/measure_rds/’)
measure_diag = paste0(’/group/pawsey0160/skoushan/waves/profound/measure_diag/’)
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########################################
## ##
### DETECT ###
## ##
########################################
########################################

#######################
# Run ProFound Script #
#######################
#
everything=profoundMultiBand(

dir=input ,
skycut =2.0,
pixcut =13, #Avoids too many detections in very noisy regions etc
ext=1,
tolerance =15,
reltol=-10,
cliptol =100, #Recombines bright stars effectively
detectbands=c(’r’,’Z’),
multibands=c(’r’,’Z’), #Required since detectbands must be a subset on multibands ,
even if we are not doing multiband photometry
keepsegims=TRUE ,
magzero=c(0,30),
dotot=FALSE , #just running in detection mode
docol=FALSE , #just running in detection mode
dogrp=FALSE , #just running in detection mode
verbose=TRUE ,
boxiters=4,
grid=c(50,50),
roughpedestal=TRUE ,
stats=FALSE ,
groupstats=TRUE ,
mask=0,
app_diam =1.4, #4MOST fibre aperture
fluxtype=’Jansky ’

)

######################
# Read in grZ images #
######################
#
g_image=readFITS(paste0(input ,"g.fits"))
r_image=readFITS(paste0(input ,"r.fits"))
Z_image=readFITS(paste0(input ,"Z.fits"))

########################
# Build data structure #
########################
#
starmask=everything$pro_detect$groupstats$groupID*0
names(starmask )[1] <- "starmask"
#
trim=list()
trim$segstats=everything$pro_detect$segstats
trim$groupstats=cbind(everything$pro_detect$groupstats ,starmask)
trim$groupsegID=everything$pro_detect$group$groupsegID
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trim$detect_segim=everything$pro_detect$segim_orig
trim$dilate_segim=everything$pro_detect$segim
trim$rZstack=everything$pro_detect$image
trim$header=everything$pro_detect$header
trim$gimage=g_image
trim$rimage=r_image
trim$Zimage=Z_image

######################
# Which GAMA region? #
######################
#
ra=median(trim$groupstats$RAmax)
dec=median(trim$groupstats$Decmax)

###################################################################
# Identify star mask and set starmask flag and GAIA match to star #
###################################################################
#
gaia_north=fread("/group/pawsey0160/waves/ref/GAIA/trimmedgaiawithnorth.csv")
gaia_south=fread("/group/pawsey0160/waves/ref/GAIA/trimmedgaiawithsouth.csv")
gaia = rbind(gaia_north ,gaia_south)
gamara=c(min(trim$groupstats$RAmax),max(trim$groupstats$RAmax))
gamadec=c(min(trim$groupstats$Decmax),max(trim$groupstats$Decmax ))
gaia0=gaia[ra > gamara [1] -1.0 & ra < gamara [2]+1.0 & dec > gamadec [1] -1.0 &
dec < gamadec [2]+1.0 ,]
gaia0=subset(gaia0 ,gaia0$phot_g_mean_mag <18)
radius =0.5*10^(1.6 -0.15*gaia0$phot_g_mean_mag)
radius=ifelse(gaia0$phot_g_mean_mag <6.0 ,5.0119 , radius)
#
maskedregion=coordmatch(coordcompare=trim$groupstats[,c("RAmax","Decmax")],
coordref=gaia0[,list(ra,dec)],rad=radius ,inunitref="deg",inunitcompare="deg",
radunit="amin")
length(maskedregion$bestmatch$refID)
maskedobjs=unique(maskedregion$ID[maskedregion$ID >0])
length(maskedobjs)
trim$groupstats[maskedobjs ,"starmask"]=1

###################################################
# Save data structure and produce diagnostic plot #
###################################################
#
saveRDS(trim ,file=paste0(detect_rds ,"waves_detect_",myra ,"_",mydec ,".rds"))
#
CairoPDF(file=paste0(detect_diag ,"waves_detect_diagnostics_",myra ,"_",mydec ,".pdf"),
width =24.0 , height =24.0)
plot(everything$pro_detect)
dev.off()
#
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#########################################
#########################################
## ##
### MEASURE ###
## ##
#########################################
#########################################
#
detect_segim=readRDS(paste0(detect_rds ,"waves_detect_",myra ,"_",mydec ,".rds"))$
detect_segim
dilated_segim=readRDS(paste0(detect_rds ,"waves_detect_",myra ,"_",mydec ,".rds"))$
dilate_segim

#######################
# Run ProFound Script #
#######################
#
everything=profoundMultiBand(

segim=fixed_segim ,
dir=input ,
iters_det=6,
iters_tot=c(2,2,2,2,2,2,2,2,2),
totappend=’t’,
sizes_tot=c(5,5,5,5,5,5,5,5,5),
colappend=’c’,
detectbands=c(’r’,’Z’),
multibands=c(’u’,’g’,’r’,’i’,’Z’,’Y’,’J’,’H’,’K’),
keepsegims=TRUE ,
magzero=c(0,0,0,0,30,30,30,30,30),
dotot=TRUE ,
docol=TRUE ,
dogrp=TRUE ,
verbose=TRUE ,
box=c(100 ,100 ,100 ,100 ,100 ,100 ,100 ,100 ,100) ,
boxiters=4,
boxadd=c(50,50,50,50,50,50,50,50,50),
grid=c(50,50,50,50,50,50,50,50,50),
roughpedestal=TRUE ,
redosegim=FALSE ,
deblend=FALSE ,
groupstats=TRUE ,
mask=0,
SBdilate =1.0,
SBN100 =100,
app_diam =1.4, #4MOST fibre aperture
fluxtype=’Jansky ’

)

#############
# save file #
#############
#
everything$pro_detect$detect_segim=detect_segim
everything$pro_detect$dilated_segim=dilated_segim
#everything$pro_detect$segID_merge=segID_merge_new

CairoPDF(file=paste0(measure_diag ,"waves_measure_diagnostics_",myra ,"_",mydec ,".pdf")
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,width =24.0 , height =24.0)
plot(everything$pro_detect)
dev.off()
#
saveRDS(everything ,file=paste0(measure_rds ,"waves_measure_",myra ,"_",mydec ,".rds"))
#
print(paste0(’*** END OF PROGRAM ***’))
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Appendix C

Unit Conversion

C.1 EBL Energy Density

Here we present a unit conversion employ in the EBL analysis as discussed in Chap-
ter Four. All magnitudes are reported in the AB system. The conversion of AB
magnitude to flux in Jansky is as follows:

mAB ≈ −2.5log10(
fν

3631Jy
)

1Jy = 10−26 W

Hz.m2

mAB ≈ −2.5log10(
fν

3631× 10−26
)

(C.1)

Where fν is the amount of energy per unit of area per unit of wavelength and is
defined as flux density in units of W/Hz/m2.

mAB ≈ log10(
fν
ebl

)−2.5 (C.2)

Where ebl = 3631× 10−26.

Then:

10−0.4mAB ≈ (
fν
ebl

)−2.5×−0.4

10−0.4mAB ≈ fν
ebl

(C.3)
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fν = ebl × 10−0.4mAB (C.4)

Where fν is in the unit of W/Hz/m2. So, the Energy Density of the EBL is
described as:

Energy Density = log10(N.fν) (C.5)

Where N is explained as a number of galaxies per magnitude bin per area and it is
in the unit of 1/deg2.

In a variety of literature, it is common to express the EBL in the unit of steradian.
As I would like to compare this result, I employ the unit conversion as below:

steradian = 3282.1deg2 (C.6)

Therefore, Energy Density is defined in the unit of W/Hz/m2.1/deg2. Ulti-
mately, the last conversion is as below:

EBL = Energy Density× 3282.1× 109 × (c/λ) (C.7)

Where c is the speed of light (3× 108 m/s) and λ is the wavelength in meter. Final
EBL presents in the unit of nW/m2.1/sr.
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